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From the Scientific Council

Ladies and Gentlemen,
We present you with the 12. edition of the 'Journal of Management and Financial
Sciences'. We hope these articles will present a contribution to the development of
economic thought and contribute to a fuller understanding of the complex economic issues.
Katarzyna Kolasa and TomaszRybnik in their article „Horizontal Inequity in the
Healthcare Service in Poland – based on Social Diagnosis 2009 and 2011” presented
the analysis of available data collected from the frame of the Social Diagnosis 2009
and 2011. The objective of this paper was to estimate to what extent individuals
in equal need of health care are treated the same, irrespective of their income.
A Comparative Analysis of Factoring in Poland and Great Britain by Katarzyna Kreczmańska-Gigol (SGH Department of Finance) and Marta Mikłosz. They
present the short history of factoring, the comparison of factoring legal regulations
in Poland and Great Britain, the volume of factoring turnover in Poland and Great
Britain, factorees on the Polish and British markets and finally they compare kinds
of factoring in Poland and Great Britain.
Pawel Wyrozebski, Ph.D. and Karolina Łysik, MSc. from the Department of Project Management Warsaw School of Economics present “Time and Cost Controlling
with Earned Value Technique -Yellow Pages Directory Case Study”. The goal of their
paper is to present one of the best project management control practice – earned
value technique (EV, also known as earned value management system, EVMS).
Micro, small and medium enterprises (SME) constitute over 99% of economic
entities that actively function in the Polish economy. Anna Skowronek-Mielczarek
from Warsaw School of Economics in the article “The Regional Environment and its
influence on the development of Small and Medium Enterprises” poins out regional
conditions of micro, small and medium enterprises’ growth.
“Talent management as an innovative approach to human resource management”
is the title of Barbara Bojewska article. The main points are an innovative approach
to human resource management, change assessment in human resources management, the significance of talent in the company, talent management as an innovative

8



approach anf finally the idea of effective talent management. Author said that the
place and role of human resources in the company is determined by the approach
referred to as human resource management and changing trends in this area.
Anna Szelągowska presents the review of the book "Customer value creation.
Theory and practice” edited by Barbara Dobiegała-Korona and Piotr Masiukiewicz,
Warsaw School of Economics Press, Warsaw 2012
We wish you pleasant reading.
Ryszard Bartkowiak,
Chairman of the Scientific Council and Dean of the Faculty
Piotr Wachowiak,
Vice-Chairman of the Scientific Council and Vice-Dean
of the Faculty

Katarzyna Kolasa

Department of Pharmacoeconomics
Medical University of Warsaw

Tomasz Rybnik

Faculty of Economic Sciences
University of Warsaw

Horizontal Inequity in the Healthcare Service
in Poland – based on Social Diagnosis 2009
and 2011

Background
It is a well-known fact that health policy is culture dependent. The healthcare
decision makers to be successful in their prioritization processes have to apply ethical norms acceptable by a given society. Under constant budget pressure, a tradeoff
between equity and efficiency is more and more apparent1. A public consensus is
crucial to define an appropriate balance between both goals. Although the concept
of efficiency is well understood, a universal definition of equity does not exist.
Until recently, equity of access or equity of health were the most often debatable. Now, the concept of need for healthcare has received the most attention. There
are two terms that must be distinguished in this regard: horizontal equity – equal
treatment of equal needs – and vertical equity – appropriate unequal treatment of
unequal needs2. In policy and research the most attention has been directed to the
horizontal equity principle defined by some as an egalitarian form of equity. In the
1

Sassi F. Equity vs. Efficiency, British Medical Journal 2001, 323, pp. 762–763.
Culyer T. Need: the idea won't do--but we still need it, Social Science & Medicine 1995, vol 40 (6),
pp. 727–730.
2
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broader perspective, it is understood as “equal treatment for equal medical need,
irrespective of other characteristics such as income, race, place of residence, etc.”3
The available studies conducted in Poland provide arguments for public acceptance of a horizontal equity principle. In the cross sectional study performed on
a representative sample of 1000 residents, egalitarian preferences in the allocation
decisions for healthcare services have been revealed4. The similar findings have
been delivered by the Social Diagnosis which consists of the Polish Households
Panel Data5. It proved egalitarian preferences among responders in both political
and public affairs aspects.
Given revealed societal preferences, it was provoking to verify whether the Polish healthcare delivery system complies with the horizontal equity principle of the
Polish society.
It was assumed that if a difference between use and need for health care is
systematically related to the income of the individuals; health care is inequitably
distributed across income groups.
The analysis was performed on available data collected from the frame of the
Social Diagnosis6. It is a multi-purpose study conducted in the form of a household
panel survey which began in 2000. For this particular study, the most recent wave
preformed in 2011 was used.
The objective was to estimate whether there is a variation in the health care
utilization patterns by income after standardizing for differences in the need for
health care.
According to the available knowledge, no similar questions have been researched
in the Polish settings as yet. The objective of this study should be regarded as justifiable
if one takes into account the current situation in Poland. A social health insurance
contribution constitutes the major source of healthcare services financing7. Even
though the basis of the Polish system is a universal entitlement to a comprehensive
range of publicly provided health services, the out of pocket payments as a share
3

van Doorslaer, E. et al, Equity in the Delivery of Health Care in Europe and the U. S., Journal of
Health Economics 2000, 19 (5), pp. 553–84.
4 Kolasa K., Lees M., Assessment of the attitudes of the general public towards supplementary criteria to be used in P & R decision making process in Poland, abstract at ISPOR 14th Annual European
Congress in the ISPOR 2011.
5 Czapinski J., Panek T., (Ed.) 2009, Social Diagnosis 2009, www.diagnoza.com, [18.01.2012],
pp. 274−277.
6 Council for Social Monitoring. Social Diagnosis 2000–2009: integrated database. www.diagnoza.
com, [18.01.2012].
7 Kuszewski K., Gericke Ch., Health Systems in Transition, European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies, Copenhagen 2005, p. XV.
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of total expenditure have been growing in recent years8. At the same time a nonpublic market of healthcare services has reached an annual growth rate of 30%9.
Consequently, the Polish healthcare system, which was developed after the system
transformation in 1989, can be regarded as a mixed model of public – private finance
and provision of health care.
The growing consumption of private services make it justifiable to hypothesize
that the healthcare services in Poland are not distributed on the basis of need alone.
This study is meant to verify this hypothesis.

Methodology
Three types of variables were utilized in the current study. It was healthcare
services use, need and non-need predictors.
The healthcare utilization patterns were studied with regard to public and private services. The question included three types of contact: free of charge visit at
a public provider, medical consumption at a private unit covered out-of-pocket or
in the framework of a private healthcare insurance. There was a yes or no answer
available. Consequently, the dependent variable was coded as a binary variable
equalling 0 in the case of a negative (non-user) and 1 for a positive response (user).
Following the approach introduced by Blaxter (1989), need variables were
estimated based on a self- reported health status which was defined in two broad
domains: medical and functional abilities10. In total, there were 17 questions used11.
For each of them, a responder had to choose out of three different levels of severity
of symptoms that described his health status during the last month. Based on the
responders rating (yes or no), a binary variable was composed for each level of each
question. In order to determine the need for healthcare, age and sex variables were
used as well. The need variable were defined as xk.
Following the approach adopted by other experts, in the group of the nonneed parameters, education status, household size, place of residence and form of
8

OECD Health data 2010, www.oecd.org [18.03.2012].
Surmacz W., Zdrowa kasa [Healthycash], Forbes 27.06.2011, http://www.forbes.pl/artykuly/sekcje/strategie/zdrowa – kasa,16473,1, [18.05.2012].
10 Blaxter M. A comparison of measures of inequality in morbidity, In: Fox J. (Ed.) Health inequalities in European countries. Aldershot, Gower1989, pp. 199–230.
11 Council for Social Monitoring. Social Diagnosis 2000–2009: integrated database. www.diagnoza.
com, [18.01.2012]. Questionnaire 2009 – need questions were number 22 23 and 59 questionnaire 2011– need questions were numbers 22 23 and 61.
9
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employment were included12. Those variables are commonly chosen as they may
affect healthcare services consumption but cannot be influenced by health policy
makers. The non-need variables were defined as zp.
To measure inequity, unequal utilization of health care must be standardized for
differences in need. After standardization, any residual inequality in utilization, by
income, is interpreted as horizontal inequity, which could be pro-rich or pro-poor.
There are two methods of standardization: direct and indirect13. The first tests
were for unequal healthcare services utilization across socioeconomic groups. The
second compares the actual distribution with the one being expected based on an
individuals’ needs. The indirect standardization is the most often used approach
and hence was chosen for the purpose of this study.
The horizontal inequity was measured by the horizontal inequity (HI) index. This
index estimates the extent to which the difference between the actual utilization of
health care and the use that would be expected on the basis of need is systematically
related to the income rank of individuals.
The computation of HI required the calculation of the concentration index
(CI) in the first place. Following a well-known methodology (e.g. described in van
Doorslaer et al. “Horizontal equity in health care utilization evidence from three
high-income Asian economies”, Social Science & Medicine 64 (2007), pp. 203–204),
a convenient regression model was used in this regard.

2σ R2
y i = α + β Ri + ε i
y
where
yi – binary variable (1- a healthcare visit for individual i during last year, 0 – no
healthcare visit for individual i during last year)
y – the proportion of respondents reporting a healthcare visit last year
Ri – relative rank (quintile) of individual i in the distribution of household income
σ2 – variance of R i
The ordinary least squares estimate of the slope coefficient, from the above
equation, is the concentration index. It measures the degree of income related to the

12

Van Doorslaer E, et al, Horizontal inequities in Australia’s mixed public/private health care system, Health Policy 2008 86, pp, 97–108.
13 O’Donnell O. et al, Analyzing Health Equity Using Household Survey Data, The International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The World Bank, Washington 2008, p. 104.
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inequality in the distribution of a y variable14. The index is bound between –1 and 1.
The positive (negative) sign of the index means that the prevalence of healthcare
visits is higher among the rich (poor) groups.
Following the same methodology as for the concentration index, the HI index
was calculated as a difference between the concentration index of actual use and
that of predicted need-expected utilization.
HI = CI − ∑kηkCk
where
∑kηkCk partial contribution of need variables
ηk partial demand elasticity of need variable k
Ck concentration index for variable k in a subgroup of patients with xk = 1
The partial demand elasticity was estimated in the following way

ηk = γ k x k y
where
x k the proportion of respondents reporting xk=1
y the proportion of respondents reporting y=1
γk the coefficient to a given xk variable
The γk was derived from a convenient linear regression function that estimates
the proportion of respondents reporting any contact with a healthcare provider
during the last year given an income and group of need and non-need variables.
yi = δ + γ ln inci + ∑kγkxik + ∑pγpzip + εi

where
Ln inci logarithm of income
∑pγpzip a group of non-need variables zp
∑kγkxik a group of need variables xk

The linear specification was chosen on purpose. In general, a two part model could
be considered a better choice for the binary type of variable that reports healthcare
resource utilization with a great number of zeros indicating non-use. Only a linear

14

O’Donnell O. et al, Analyzing Health Equity…op. cit.
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specification allows however a decomposition of inequity15. Thanks to the above
choice of model, the investigation of reasons for inequity could be performed. For
this purpose, the total concentration index was defined as:
C = ηCln inc + ∑kηkCxk + GCε / y
where
ηCln inc partial contribution of income inequality
∑kηkCxk partial contribution of need variables
ηk partial demand elasticity of need variable xk
Ck concentration index for variable xk in a subgroup of patients with xk=1
GCε / y generalized concentration index of the error term ε.
The above approach provides additional information regarding the reasons
for observed unequal healthcare services distribution. It answers the question how
much each component separately contributes to the total income-related inequality. Each determinant is decomposed into two meaningful parts: (i) its impact on
use, as measured by the use elasticity, and (ii) its degree of unequal distribution
across income, as measured by the (income) concentration index. Not only does
the decomposition method separate the contributions of the various determinants,
but it also helps to identify key drivers of inequity in healthcare services utilization.

Results
After the exclusion of observations with missing data, 11 281 and 19 842 individual
interviews for 2009 and 2011 respectively, were used. Females constituted 48% and
males – 52% of the studied population in both years. An increase in the number of
responders with a higher education was noted from 2009 to 2011. It was 18% and
20% in the first and second year respectively. Similar patterns were revealed with
regard to work status in both the studied periods. While less than 40% had a permanent job, almost 25% were retired. The majority of responders reported a place
of residence with a population of less than 100 000 residents in both years. The

15 Van Doorslaer E. et al. Horizontal inequities in Australia’s mixed public/private health care system. Health Policy 2008 86, pp. 97–108.
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average monthly income was equal to 1811 PLN for 2011. It was an increase of more
than 10% compared to 200916. More than 80% of responders had at least one child.
The total number of users and non-users for different types of healthcare services
is presented in table 1. The majority of responders were in contact with a public
healthcare provider during the last year in both studied periods. At the same time,
private patients constituted roughly 30% of all users of healthcare services in 2009
and 2011. In the group of non-users of public healthcare services, the majority of
responders have not contacted any private providers either. This was true for both
studied cohorts. Among non-users of free of charge services, there were only a small
number of responders who spent any out-of-pocket resources on healthcare needs
and even a smaller group of responders who used any medical services provided
in the framework of private healthcare insurance.
The proportion of users of healthcare services by quintiles is presented in table 2.
There were no significant differences between both cohorts. While the fractions of
free of charge users was more concentrated among low income groups, the utilization of visits covered out-of-pocket increases with income. A similar trend could be
distinguished for the medical consumption covered by private healthcare insurance.
Table 3 shows the results for the income inequity and horizontal inequity
in healthcare services utilization. The concentration indexes for all three types of
visits are significantly different from zero both in 2009 and 2011. The results indicate
inequity favoring the poor for free of charge contacts and pro rich distribution for
both out-of-pocket and private healthcare insurance visits for both concentration
and horizontal inequity indexes in both years. The inclusion of need standardization variables strengthened trends indicated by the calculation of the concentration
indexes. However it happened only with regard to 2011. Otherwise no significant
differences could be noticed between both cohorts.
Table 4 and 5 presents how different need variables impact the horizontal
inequity. The need contribution could be observed only with respect to the 2011’s
cohort. The standardization for healthcare needs did not change the direction of
inequity regarding any type of healthcare services. While there was still pro poor
horizontal inequity regarding free of charge healthcare services, the utilization of
services covered by private healthcare insurance and out-of-pocket remains higher
among the rich groups. The need contribution regarding public healthcare services
utilization was considerably low and does not impact the magnitude of inequity. The
situation was different regarding the other two types of contact. The positive use
16 Czapinski J., Panek T., (Ed.) 2011, Social Diagnosis 2011, www.diagnoza.com, [18.01.2012],
pp. 42–45.
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elasticity combined with negative concentration indices lead to negative inequality
contributions for most of the need variables. Consequently, controlling for these
variables emphasizes the unmet medical needs of the poor and increases income
inequity in the utilization of privately financed healthcare services.

Discussion
The objective of this paper was to estimate to what extent individuals in equal
need of health care are treated the same, irrespective of their income. The horizontal
equity principle was adopted. It requires that people in equal need of care are treated
equally, regardless of economic factors such as income, level of education, place of
residence, race, etc.
The analyses performed here were based on the recent wave of Social Diagnosis
2009 and 2011 which is a households panel survey initiated in the year 2000. This
is the only data source available that includes information on both a self-assessed
health status and healthcare services utilization among Polish patients. The Social
Diagnosis individual questionnaire introduced three types of healthcare utilization:
a consumption of public healthcare services available free of charge and private
healthcare services financed out-of-pocket or covered by private insurance.
In both studied periods, the analysis of healthcare utilization patterns by income
indicated that the poor tend to use mainly public healthcare services available free
of charge. At the same time, the rich consume more healthcare services paid out of
pocket or covered by private healthcare insurance.
Both the concentration and horizontal inequity indexes were calculated.
The estimation of the concentration index revealed a statistically significant
income inequality favouring the poor with regard to free of charge healthcare services and a statistically significant income inequality favouring the rich in terms of
medical services available in the private healthcare sector.
While the concentration index does not take into account the needs of the study
population, a horizontal index measures the extent to which a difference between
the actual utilization of health care and the one that would be expected on the basis
of need is systematically related to the income of individuals.
The study discovered that horizontal inequity exists in Poland. It favours the
poor with regards to the access of the public healthcare system and the rich with
regards to the access of the private healthcare sector.
Unlike for 2009, the need components contributed to the magnitude of inequity
in 2011. Controlling for age, gender and self-assessed health status showed that

Horizontal Inequity in the Healthcare Service in Poland – based on Social Diagnosis 2009 and 2011
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there is income inequity favouring the poor with regards to free of charge services,
meaning that they have more visits than expected on the basis of their needs. The
clarification for the pro poor distribution of public healthcare services was found
in the decomposition of the concentration index. A low contribution of need standardization was observed.
The findings were different in terms of medical services consumed by private
resources such as out-of-pocket payments and private healthcare insurance cover.
The analysis of the contribution of different components for 2011 revealed that need
variables did not only diminish inequity but even further intensify it.
Although, the need variables did not change either direction or the magnitude
of inequity in 2009, it can be concluded that private healthcare services utilization
was mainly driven by income in both studied periods.
It has to be acknowledged that this study is not free of limitations. First of all, it
was assumed that a “visit is a visit” irrespective of its quality, reason and outcome.
Second of all, the health status, need determinants and income data were solely
based on the self-reports of respondents. In the literature, some arguments can be
found that it might be more valuable to perform the same type of analyses using
internationally standardized measures such as, for example, SF-36 for quality of life
measurement instead17.
Third of all, the number of factors describing healthcare utilization patterns
was limited as well. There were a certain number of variables including drug consumption, dentist care, alternative medicine etc not specified in the questionnaire.
In addition to that, a recall period for healthcare services utilization was 12 months
which may have introduced some recall bias in the study. Hence, any attempt for the
generalization of findings generated in this study bears some limitations.
Finally, the problem of omitted variables was present in this study. In case there
still were some -unobserved characteristics correlated with income, the coefficient
on income would not only reflect its direct effect on use of healthcare services but
even the association of omitted variables with income18.
This being so, the study is not free of limitations, it sheds a new light on the
problem of equity in healthcare utilization services in Poland.
Since the political system transformation in 1989, in parallel to public healthcare
providers, a substantial private healthcare sector has been developed in Poland. It
17

Layte R., Nolan B.: Equity in the Utilization of Health Care in Ireland, Working Paper No. 2,
University College Dublin and the University of Ulster, Dublin Ulster 2003.
18 Gravelle H, Morris S, Sutton M. Economic Studies of equity in the consumption of health care.
In: Jones AM, Elgar companion to health economics, Edward Elgar 2006. pp. 193–204.
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is financed mainly by direct payments, private insurance and employer-provided
health benefits. Although private healthcare providers offer mainly outpatient care
services, they constitute an important part of the Polish healthcare market structure.
The variation in health care utilization patterns in Poland is an important health
policy issue which has generated a great deal of debate in the media and policy circles,
but has not been examined systematically using any empirical evidence so far.
The findings suggest that there is a net redistribution from the rich to the poor
through public healthcare expenditure. While utilization of all public healthcare
services is skewed towards the poor groups, the rich opt out of the use of public
services and account for the major part of private sector utilization. This finding is
similar to the study performed by Leung G (et. al.) and colleagues for Hong Kong
where the mixed public private healthcare market exists as well. The authors discussed potential health policy strategies that target so called “trade-off between net
redistribution and horizontal equity” 19. Given the pro-poor nature of the public
health-care system and the fact that that richest are net losers from public spending,
Leung G. and colleagues considered a number of different solutions for horizontal equity improvement including subsidies for the poor as well as tax incentives
to encourage the purchase of private insurance.
The results of this study are not entirely surprising if one takes into account
the Euro Health Consumer Index published in May 201220. It covers 42 healthcare
performance indicators for 34 countries. The Polish healthcare system was one of
the worst performers especially with regard to access to healthcare services and
reimbursement of pharmaceuticals among the studied jurisdictions. In addition
to that, the available opinion polls show that satisfaction with the healthcare system
in Poland is one of the lowest in Europe21. Consequently, there is definitely room
for improvement. It should be evaluated further by health policy decision makers
whether such solutions as discussed for Hong Kong are attractive to the Polish
system or should we rather seek alternative ways. Leaving this problem unattended
may further increase the gap between the social status of richer and poorer groups
of society and create societal pressure on the public sector even more unsustainable.

19

Leung G.,Tin K., O’donnell O. Redistribution or horizontal equity in Hong Kong’s mixed public
– private health system: a policy conundrum, Health Economics 2009,18 (1), pp.37–54.
20 Health Power House, www.healthpowerhouse.com/files/Report-EHCI-2012.pdf, [18.05.2012].
21 Global Health Survey 2011, IRIS (International Research Institutions), October 2011, www.focus.
gr, [20.03.2012].
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Table 1. The responders divided in users and non-users of three types
of healthcare services
2009
Users

2011
Users

Non-users

Free of charge

8 174

3 107

15 925

3 917

Out-of-pocket payment

4 319

6 715

7 326

12 516

1 362

18 480

Private healthcare insurance

Non-users

655

10,222

Source: own analysis based on the Council for Social Monitoring. Social Diagnosis 2000–2009: integrated database. www.diagnoza.com, [18.01.2012].

Table 2. The use of three types of healthcare services by quintiles (% of users)
Quintile
1
2009

3

4

5

Average

Free of charge

73,03

73,70

73,32

73,00

69,02

72,41

Out-of-pocket payment

27,89

33,96

37,84

45,81

49,70

39,04

1,51

3,49

5,22

8,22

11,60

6,01

Free of charge

74, 05

72,49

73, 14

73,93

72,40

Out-of-pocket payment

25,77

31,26

36,67

43,91

52,29

37,98

2,60

3,75

6,11

9,55

13,29

7,06

Private healthcare insurance
2011

2

Private healthcare insurance

73.21

Source: own analysis based on the Council for Social Monitoring. Social Diagnosis 2000–2009: integrated database. www.diagnoza.com, [18.01.2012].

Table 3. Income inequity in healthcare services utilization for different types of visits
Income inequity
2009

2011

CI

p value

Need
standardization

Horizontal
inequity

–0,008

<0.001

0,00

–0,008

Out-of-pocket payment

0,126

<.0001

0,00

0,126

Private healthcare insurance

0,483

<.0001

–0,022

<.0001

0,002

–0,024

Out-of-pocket payment

0,129

<.0001

–0,124

0,252

Private healthcare insurance

0,301

<.0001

–1,475

1,776

Free of charge

Free of charge

0.00

0,483

Source: own analysis based on the Council for Social Monitoring. Social Diagnosis 2000–2009: integrated database. www.diagnoza.com, [18.01.2012].

0,000
0,000

0,097

0,306

0,110

0,008

0,036

0,071

0,219

0,073

0,082

0,004

–0,002

–0,023

–0,005

0,001

Female 24–35

Female 36–65

Female 66+

Male 0–18

Male 19–24

Male 24–35

Male 36–65

Male 66+

shivering, more
than 15 days per
month

shivering less than
15 days per month

shivering none

urgency more than
15 days per month

urgency less than 15
days per month

urgency none

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,013

0,047

Female 0–18

Female 19–24

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Free of charge

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

–0,013

–0,036

–0,226

–0,010

–0,016

–0,212

–0,045

–0,184

–0,064

–0,035

–0,008

–0,080

–0,150

–0,019

–0,030

–0,006

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Out-of-pocket

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

–0,080

–0,290

–1,326

–0,016

0,093

0,994

0,490

1,539

0,592

0,284

0,086

0,562

1,707

0,608

0,295

0,106

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

Private healthcare insurance

Table 4. Decomposition analysis of income-related inequality in healthcare services utilization in 2009 (need variables)
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0,000
0,000

–0,005

0,116

0,023

0,005

0,065

0,004

0,000

–0,140

–0,030

–0,006

–0,062

fatigue none

constipation more
than 15 days per
month

constipation less
than 15 days per
month

constipation none

epistaxis more than
15 days per month

epistaxis less than
15 days per month

epistaxis none

irregular blood
pressure more than
15 days per month

irregular blood
pressure less than
15 days per month

irregular blood
pressure none

headaches more
than 15 days per
month

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,010

fatigue less than 15
days per month

0,000

–0,030

fatigue more than
15 days per month

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,057

–0,019

–0,044

–0,144

0,002

0,014

0,211

0,016

0,014

0,020

0,010

0,048

0,015

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,415

–0,231

–0,679

–2,200

0,039

0,150

2,225

0,037

0,073

0,517

0,106

0,293

0,298

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000
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0,000

0,000
0,000

0,000
0,000

–0,004

0,034

0,033

0,007

–0,040

–0,016

–0,004

0,032

0,019

0,005

–0,094

headaches none

stomachaches more
than 15 days per
month

stomachaches less
than 15 days per
month

stomachaches none

neck pain more
than 15 days per
month

neck pain less than
15 days per month

neck pain none

chest pain more
than 15 days per
month

chest pain less than
15 days per month

chest pain none

mouth dryness
more than 15 days
per month

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,026

headaches less than
15 days per month

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Free of charge

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

0,099

0,023

0,100

0,204

0,016

0,031

0,000

0,019

0,102

0,081

0,004

0,065

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Out-of-pocket

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

–0,544

0,008

0,183

0,493

–0,023

–0,175

–0,190

–0,249

–1,162

–2,657

–0,003

0,301

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

Private healthcare insurance
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–0,007

–0,003

–0,017

–0,001

suffocation less
than 15 days per
month

suffocation none

body pain more
than 15 days per
month

body pain less than
15 days per month
0,000
0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,046

suffocation more
than 15 days per
month

0,000

0,000

0,004

excessive Sweating
none

0,000

0,003

0,017

excessive Sweating
less than 15 days
per month

0,000

–0,052

0,058

excessive Sweating
more than 15 days
per month

0,000

body pain none

–0,007

mouth dryness
none

0,000

palpitation more
than 15 days per
month

–0,031

mouth dryness less
than 15 days per
month

0,076

–0,024

–0,128

–0,136

0,011

0,037

0,146

–0,020

–0,056

–0,189

0,020

0,059

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,131

–0,030

–0,025

–0,047

–0,092

–0,258

–0,909

0,117

0,380

1,392

–0,018

–0,084

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000
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–0,004

0,004

0,024

0,004

0,019

0,025

–0,027

palpitation none

problems with
physical capabilities
– ofte oftenoften

problems with
physical capabilities
– seldom

problems with
physical capabilities
– never

problems with
ability of daily
activities – often

problems with
ability of daily
activities – seldom

problems with
ability of daily
activities – never

Total

–0,018

palpitation less
than 15 days per
month

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Free of charge

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

0,113

0,210

0,094

–0,049

–0,103

–0,039

0,006

0,024

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Out-of-pocket

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

–0,330

–0,261

–0,017

–0,798

–1,077

–0,565

0,037

–0,014

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

Private healthcare insurance
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0,025
–0,027

–0,001

Male 0–18

–0,004

urgency none

0,000

shivering none

–0,009

0,000

shivering less than
15 days per month

urgency less than 15
days per month

0,002

–0,045

0,005

–0,024

Male 66+

shivering, more
than 15 days per
month

urgency more than
15 days per month

–0,021

–0,104

Male 36–65

–0,008

–0,011

–0,023

–0,004

–0,015

–0,021

0,038

–0,013

–0,035

Male 19–24

Male 24–35

0,000

–0,007

–0,089

–0,038

–0,006

Female 36–65

–0,019

Female 24–35

–0,152
–0,018

Female 66+

–0,001

–0,007

Female 0–18

Female 19–24

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Free of charge

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,002

–0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

0,005

0,011

0,005

0,000

0,001

0,011

–0,021

–0,077

–0,022

–0,011

0,000

–0,032

–0,034

0,007

0,000

0,000

0,091

0,138

0,135

0,017

0,125

0,134

0,162

0,156

0,152

0,109

–0,189

0,132

0,144

0,105

0,084

–0,018

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Out-of-pocket

0,000

0,002

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,001

–0,003

–0,012

–0,003

–0,001

0,000

–0,004

–0,005

0,001

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

0,033

0,082

0,188

0,003

0,014

0,097

0,188

0,627

0,214

0,066

0,006

0,287

0,722

0,221

0,069

0,006

0,205

0,303

0,320

0,243

0,282

0,311

0,199

0,310

0,296

0,269

–0,256

0,019

0,237

0,352

0,209

0,000

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

0,007

0,025

0,060

0,001

0,004

0,030

0,037

0,194

0,063

0,018

–0,002

0,005

0,171

0,078

0,014

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

Private healthcare insurance

Table 5. Decomposition analysis of income-related inequality in healthcare services utilization in 2011 (need variables)
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Free of charge

0,000

epistaxis none

–0,004

–0,009

–0,009

–0,003

0,001

epistaxis less than
15 days per month

–0,022

irregular blood
pressure none

0,010

epistaxis more than
15 days per month

0,003

–0,009

0,002

constipation none

–0,012

–0,013

0,006

constipation less
than 15 days per
month

–0,022

irregular blood
pressure less than
15 days per month

0,033

constipation more
than 15 days per
month

–0,011

–0,015

–0,005

fatigue none

–0,016

–0,085

–0,025

fatigue less than 15
days per month

–0,020

irregular blood
pressure more than
15 days per month

–0,047

fatigue more than
15 days per month

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

0,000

0,000

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,001

0,000

0,000

0,001

Contribution
to inequity

Out-of-pocket

–0,037

–0,105

–0,342

0,000

0,012

0,119

0,005

0,009

0,046

0,015

0,062

0,052

0,079

0,131

0,142

0,125

0,100

0,131

0,123

0,137

0,132

0,081

0,136

0,144

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

–0,003

–0,014

–0,048

0,000

0,001

0,016

0,001

0,001

0,006

0,001

0,008

0,007

Contribution
to inequity

–0,129

–0,356

–1,129

–0,001

0,002

–0,164

–0,008

–0,025

–0,047

–0,041

–0,227

–0,334

0,318

0,243

0,312

0,528

0,303

0,305

0,128

0,301

0,313

0,219

0,334

0,304

–0,041

–0,086

–0,352

0,000

0,001

–0,050

–0,001

–0,007

–0,015

–0,009

–0,076

–0,101

Contribution
to inequity

Private healthcare insurance
partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity
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–0,013

–0,006

0,032

0,024

0,003

headaches none

stomachaches more
than 15 days per
month

stomachaches less
than 15 days per
month

stomachaches none

–0,008
–0,022

0,020

0,004

–0,005

chest pain less than
15 days per month

chest pain none

mouth dryness
more than 15 days
per month

–0,012

–0,011

–0,017

0,005

0,043

neck pain none

chest pain more
than 15 days per
month

–0,015

0,016

neck pain less than
15 days per month

–0,022

–0,002

neck pain more
than 15 days per
month

–0,015

–0,016

–0,021

–0,013

–0,028

headaches less than
15 days per month

–0,017

–0,056

headaches more
than 15 days per
month

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,001

0,000

0,000

0,001

–0,032

0,006

0,023

0,047

0,032

0,105

0,088

–0,005

–0,038

–0,122

–0,008

–0,043

–0,064

0,139

0,112

0,132

0,141

0,102

0,142

0,136

0,116

0,124

0,143

0,111

0,145

0,131

–0,004

0,001

0,003

0,007

0,003

0,015

0,012

–0,001

–0,005

–0,018

–0,001

–0,006

–0,008

–0,164

0,017

0,070

0,242

0,142

0,463

0,508

–0,006

–0,037

–0,173

–0,060

–0,265

–0,421

0,305

0,345

0,280

0,305

0,322

0,320

0,290

0,362

0,303

0,306

0,322

0,315

0,292

–0,050

0,006

0,020

0,074

0,046

0,148

0,147

–0,002

–0,011

–0,053

–0,019

–0,084

–0,123
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0,007
–0,012

–0,002

–0,003

0,001

0,000

–0,034

–0,012

excessive Sweating
none

suffocation more
than 15 days per
month

suffocation less
than 15 days per
month

suffocation none

body pain more
than 15 days per
month

body pain less than
15 days per month

–0,014

–0,007

–0,019

–0,009

–0,012

–0,005

excessive Sweating
less than 15 days
per month

–0,022

–0,009

–0,018

0,001

mouth dryness
none

–0,015

excessive Sweating
more than 15 days
per month

0,000

mouth dryness less
than 15 days per
month

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Free of charge

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Contribution
to inequity

–0,065

–0,058

0,006

0,033

0,124

0,007

0,021

0,047

–0,002

–0,011

0,138

0,142

0,083

0,119

0,144

0,104

0,106

0,146

0,107

0,123

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

Out-of-pocket

–0,009

–0,008

0,000

0,004

0,018

0,001

0,002

0,007

0,000

–0,001

Contribution
to inequity

0,152

0,274

0,011

0,060

0,248

–0,008

–0,039

–0,129

–0,003

–0,060

0,278

0,295

0,286

0,292

0,300

0,198

0,280

0,323

0,382

0,307

partial
Concentration
demand
index
elasticity

0,042

0,081

0,003

0,018

0,074

–0,002

–0,011

–0,042

–0,001

–0,019

Contribution
to inequity

Private healthcare insurance
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0,044

0,012

0,001

0,026

0,063

0,026

0,036

0,089

0,031

palpitation more
than 15 days per
month

palpitation less
than 15 days per
month

palpitation none

problems with
physical capabilities
– often

problems with
physical capabilities
– seldom

problems with
physical capabilities
– never

problems with
ability of daily
activities – often

problems with
ability of daily
activities – seldom

problems with
ability of daily
activities – never

–0,003

–0,011

–0,008

–0,001

–0,009

–0,012

–0,007

–0,012

–0,018

–0,011

0,002

0,000

–0,001

0,000

0,000

–0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

–0,001

0,000

0,012

0,132

0,066

–0,205

–0,301

–0,133

0,000

–0,019

–0,143

–0,015

0,176

0,133

0,111

0,158

0,136

0,118

0,056

0,124

0,148

0,064

–0,124

0,002

0,018

0,007

–0,032

–0,041

–0,016

0,000

–0,002

–0,021

–0,001

0,150

0,396

0,145

–1,697

–2,606

–1,118

–0,047

–0,224

–0,834

0,013

0,327

0,297

0,206

0,307

0,297

0,229

0,221

0,293

0,313

0,365

Source: own analysis based on Council for Social Monitoring, Social Diagnosis 2000–2009: integrated database, www,diagnoza,com, [18,01,2012]

Total

–0,004

body pain none

–1,475

0,049

0,118

0,030

–0,521

–0,774

–0,256

–0,010

–0,066

–0,261

0,005
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A Comparative Analysis of Factoring
in Poland and Great Britain

1. Introduction
Factoring is a corporate financial service whose application leads to the shortening
of the cash conversion cycle thanks to which it is possible to improve the corporate
financial liquidity. Due to its complex and multidimensional character it allows for
a better trade liability management as well as for the protection against the risk of
debtors’ default.
The roots of factoring may be traced back to the ancient times; however, its
modern form originates in the United States in the late 19th century. At present,
factoring is known all over the world, and 61% of factoring turnover is generated
to Europe1. The first European country which adopted this form of financing was
Great Britain, where already the 1960’s saw a rapid development of this service. In
Poland and other East European countries the process of transformation at the
beginning of the 1990’s created favourable conditions for the development of fac‑
toring. As a result, the situation in the individual European countries considerably
differs from each other.

1

Internet resources as of 15 May 2012, www.fci.com.
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The present article is aimed at a comparative analysis of the factoring markets
in Poland and Great Britain. There are substantial differences between both coun‑
tries. These differences refer to the duration of the service on the markets: about 50
years in Great Britain and about 20 in Poland, the volume of turnover: over GBP
200 billion in Great Britain, i.e. about PLN 1,062 billion2, and over PLN 90 billion
in Poland3, and the legal system which regulate the factoring market: common law
and the equity doctrine in Great Britain versus the statute law in Poland. There is
also a considerable difference between the Polish and British market with regard
to the product offer. Over 90% of the British factors’ turnover is generated by invoice
discounting, while in Poland this service does not exist at all4. Such a large share of
invoice discounting is typical of the British market.
Comparing the mature factoring market of Great Britain with a relatively young
Polish market, it is worth noting that the significance of this service has been
dynamically growing for a few years. Polish factors are cooperating with factoring
institutions all over the world, and the diffusion of knowledge and experience makes
the offer and the quality of services provided by them similar to the level observed
in other countries. A thorough analysis of the process of development and opera‑
tion of factoring in Great Britain, the country, which has been the leader in the area
of factoring, setting trends and being the source of inspiration for other markets,
may provide Polish factors with precious advice on how to develop and improve the
solutions applied on the Polish market.

2. T
 he comparison of factoring legal regulations
in Poland and Great Britain
A factoring agreement both in Poland and Great Britain is an unnamed agree‑
ment. In both countries there are no separate legal regulations concerning this service
as a whole. Thus, the applied regulations refer to individual services – elements of
the factoring agreement. Due to the different legal systems: statutory law in Poland
and common law in Great Britain, the legal regulations concerning factoring are
2

Own calculations according to the average NBP rate of 17July 2012‑PLN 5.3077.
According to the Polish Factors Association the turnover of the whole factoring market in Poland
in 2010 amounted to 64.2 billion zlotys, but the Central Statistical Office (GUS) indicates the volume
of 93.2 billion zlotys (GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych w 2011 r. (Factoring
activity of financial companies in 2011), Warsaw 2012.)
4 In Poland there are services similar to invoice discounting, non-notification factoring as well as
debt cession secured loans.
3
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considerably different in either countries. In Poland, the relations between the fac‑
toring parties are regulated by the provisions of the Civil Code and Commercial
Companies Code, while in Great Britain the factoring market is regulated by com‑
mon law and according to the equity law system.
The majority of factoring contracts in Great Britain have a form of global ces‑
sion. In Poland, despite the lack of regulations concerning global cession in the Civil
Code, it is possible to apply this form of debt transfer. The future debts have to be
described and marked so explicitly as to leave no doubt which debts are included
into the contract. However, due to the discrepancy of opinions on the legal charac‑
ter of global cession, on the Polish market this method is relatively seldom applied
in factoring transactions5.
In both countries the most important factoring regulations result from the laws
on debt cession. In Poland, these are articles 509–518 of the Civil Code, in Great
Britain Article 136 of the Law of Property Act 1925. Both documents set severe
conditions to be fulfilled by the debt transfer mandatory form. However, in Great
Britain besides the mandatory form compliant with the Law of Property Act, it is
possible to affect the cession through the application of any provisions, under the
condition that the intentions of both parties are clear and the value of transfer is
known6. The acceptability of such a transaction in the British law results from the
equity law system. Although as a result of the equitable assignment, the factor does
not possess the full right of ownership to debt, and possesses a number of other
rights which allow for the effective demand of settlement by the debtor. Thus,
in comparison with considerably smaller requirements with regard to this form of
transfer, including the lack of necessity of the notification of debtor and the future
debt cession possibilities, it is used nearly exclusively by British factoring institu‑
tions. In Poland, although the classification of factoring as an unnamed agreement
allows for a flexible creation of the agreement content, it must not be incompliant
with the provisions of the Civil Code or other legal documents7. The rigidity of the

5

K. Kruczalak, Factoring i jego gospodarcze zastosowanie (Factoring and its economic application),
Wydawnictwo Prawnicze PWN, Warsaw 1997, p. 87; M. Marcinkowski, Zabezpieczenie kredytu – cesja
wierzytelności przyszłych, cesja globalna (Credit security – future debt cession), Internet resources as of
12 March 2011, www.bankier.pl.
6 F. R. Salinger, Factoring: the law and practice of invoice finance, Sweet & Maxwell, London 1999,
p. 129.
7 J. Haczek, Analiza porównawcza faktoringu w Polsce i w Niemczech (Comparative analysis of factoring in Poland and Germany, [in:] Faktoring w Polsce 2010. Analiza, rynek, perspektywy (Factoring
in Poland in 2010. Analysis, market, prospects), ed. K. Kreczmańska-Gigol, Difin, Warsaw, p. 144.
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Civil Code regulations set immense barriers to the development of certain forms of
factoring and invoice discounting, so popular in Great Britain."
The effects of the lack of notification of the debtor in Poland and Britain con‑
siderably differ. In both countries the notification of the debtor brings definite
benefits to the factor. In Great Britain for example it gives advantage in the case of
argument over the pre-emptive rights, allows the factor to demand the settlement on
his own behalf, settles the rights of the parties in the case of debtor’s compensatory
claims and allows the factor to control unfavourable changes in the contract with
the debtor8. However, the lack of notification in Great Britain does not diminish the
transfer effectiveness, the factor possesses all the debt rights which used to in the
possession of the factoree; there are no difficulties concerning the demand of set‑
tlement by the debtor9. In Poland, the lack of written notification makes the factor
design from the opportunity to demand the settlement from the debtor. The entire
transactional risk, from the factor’s point of view, depends on the financial condition
and credibility of the factoree10. This is primarily why non-notification factoring is
not really important in Poland; while in Great Britain secretly conducted invoice
discounting has been the most popular product on the market for years.
There are also differences between factoring legal regulations in Poland and Great
Britain in the area of VAT taxation. Pursuant to the 6th EU Directive (77/338/ECC)
which harmonises the system of tax on value added tax, the financial activity is exempt
from VAT. The document defines six categories of transactions subject to exemp‑
tion, explicitly excluding factoring. As a consequence, in Poland and Great Britain
factoring is levied with the standard VAT tax11. In Poland in the years 2011–2013,
according to the Act of 26 November 2010 on the amendments of some laws con‑
nected with the implementation of the Budget Act, amounts to 23% (22% before)12.
The standard VAT rate in Great Britain since 4 January 2011, has accounted for 20%
(17.5% before)13. The difference results from the tax base. In the United Kingdom,
there have been no doubts for years that debt management and additional services
are subject to tax, while interest for financing is exempted from VAT. In Poland, the
practice shows that Treasury offices often include the factor’s whole income together
8

F. R. Salinger, Factoring: the law and practice of invoice finance, op. cit., p. 155.
F. Oditah, Legal aspects of receivables financing, Sweet & Maxwell, London 1991, p. 130.
10 K. Kreczmańska-Gigol, Faktoring w świetle prawa cywilnego, podatkowego i bilansowego (Factoring in the light of civil, tax and balance law), Difin, Warszawa 2006, p. 80.
11 6th UE VAT Directive (77/388/EEC), Art. 13.
12 Act of 26 November 2010 on the amendment of certain laws connected with the implementation
of the Budget Act, Journal of Laws no. 238, item 1578.
13 Internet resources as of 12 March 2011, www.hmrc.gov.uk.
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with interest gains into the tax base. The interpretation discrepancies result from
the lack of regulations which would explicitly define the issue as well as from the
incomprehension of the idea of factoring by the decision making institutions.
Both Poland and Great Britain took part in a diplomatic conference in Ottawa
in 1988, when the UNIDROIT Convention on International Factoring was passed.
Two years later Great Britain signed the convention. Until now, neither Great Britain
nor Poland have ratified the convention. The most essential objections are evoked
by the article referring to the necessity of the notification of the debtor about the
debt transfer. In the case of Great Britain, where for years invoice discounting
has had a dominating share, this regulation is not acceptable. On the other hand,
in Poland, despite the lack of the legal duty to follow the regulations of the Ottawa
convention, it plays a significant role in the construction of international factoring
agreements14. The majority of factoring institutions in both countries, when con‑
cluding international factoring agreements follow the regulations included in GRIF
(General Rules for International Factoring), having been developed thanks to the
cooperation of IFG and FCI.

3. The volume of factoring turnover in Poland
and Great Britain
The history of modern factoring in Great Britain is 30 years longer than in Poland.
The first factoring institution was established there already in 1961 (International
Factors Ltd.). As early as in the 1960’s there was a dynamic development of this new
service; to a large extent thanks to an active operation of clearing banks, which
began to take over small factoring companies and develop factoring within their own
structures, which raised the awareness of its existence, availability and credibility
in the business environment. In Poland, only the economic transformation after 1989
allowed for the development of factoring. For the first time this service appeared
in the offer of Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego in 1990, while the first factoring com‑
pany – Handlowy-Heller SA, was established in 1994 (presently: ING Commercial
Finance). However, until 2000 this service was of marginal significance. Figures 1
and 2 present the value of purchased debts in both countries over the last 15 years.

14

J. Haczek, op. cit., p. 144; M. Tokarski, Faktoring w małych i średnich przedsiębiorstwach: forma
krótkoterminowego finansowania działalnośći (Factoring in SMEs. Short-term financing of activity),
Oficyna Ekonomiczna, Kraków 2005, p. 78.
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Figure 1. T
 he value of purchased debts in Poland in the years 1995–2010
(in billions of zlotys)
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bn PLN 0,07 0,36 0,89 1,56 2,28 6,62 7,89 10,33 11,99 13,21 14,18 17,00 30,72 47,90 50,28 64,20
Source: Own materials on the basis of – D. Podedworna-Tarnowska, Faktoring w Polsce: szanse i zagrożenia rozwoju (Factoring in Poland: opportunities and threats to the development), Oficyna Wydawnicza SGH, Warsaw 2007,
p. 86; Internet resources as of 13 March 2011, www.faktoring.pl.

Figure 2. Value of purchased debts in Great Britain in the years 1995–2010
(in billions of pounds)
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bn GBP 26,6 34,3 41,5 56,9 65,3 76,2 88,8 104, 116, 132, 148, 173, 191, 207, 191, 212,
Source: Own materials on the basis of – ABFA, ABFA Statistics 1995–2005, ABFA Statistics 2006‑present, Internet
resources as of 13 March 2011, www.abfa.org.uk.

The value of debts purchased in Great Britain calculated according to the official
exchange rate in 2010 was 15 times higher than in Poland (about a fifth of the entire
European market and also for years the highest turnover in the world). However,
both markets differ from each other not only with regard to the turnover achieved
by the factoring institutions and the invoice value but also the popularity of factor‑
ing measured as the factoring turnover share in the GDP of the country. In Great
Britain, the share of factoring, including invoice discounting has exceeded 10% of
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the GDP for a few years, while in Poland the maximum level of this indicator was
achieved in 2008 and amounted to 4.3%, which suggests that it is still very shallow.
Figure 3 illustrates the share of factoring turnovers of both countries in their GDPs
over the last few years.
Figure 3. F
 actoring turnover shares in GDP in Poland and Great Britain
in the years 2001–2009
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Source: Own material based of – Eurostat, Gross domestic product at market prices, Internet resources as of 13
January 2011, www.epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu; ABFA, ABFA Statistics 1995–2005, ABFA Statistics 2006 – present,
Internet resources as of 10 January 2011, www.abfa.org.uk; Internet resources as of 13 March 2011, www.faktoring.
pl; GUS, Roczne mierniki gospodarcze, rachunki narodowe (Annual business measures, national accounts), Internet
resources as of 13 March 2011, www.stat.gov.pl.

Figure 4. D
 ynamics of factoring turnover in Poland and Great Britain
in the years 1996–2010
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Source: Own material on the basis of: ABFA, ABFA Statistics 1995–2005, ABFA Statistics 2006‑present, Internet
resources as of 10 January 2011, www.abfa.org.uk; 30% wzrost rynku faktoringu w 2010 r (30% factoring market
growth), Internet sources as of 13 January 2011, www.faktoring.pl.
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The factoring turnover share in the GDP in both Poland and Great Britain is
systematically growing. In the case of Poland, which is quite a young market the
rise in the factoring penetration ratio is a natural phenomenon resulting from the
increasing popularity of the service and accessibility to it as well as the growing
awareness of the entrepreneurs. There is an interesting situation on the British
market. Although it is mature and fully developed, and as it is frequently stated
also saturated, factoring and invoice discounting are incessantly raising their share
in the GDP. It results from a considerable popularity of this financial service and
numerous activities undertaken by the factoring institutions associated in ABFA
in favour of improving and enriching the spectrum of potential clients.
For more than a dozen years (from 1996 to 2008) factoring turnover in Poland and
Great Britain continued to rise. Figure 4 presents the dynamics of factoring turnover
in both countries since 1996. In Great Britain the dynamics of factoring turnover has
remained at a stable level of a dozen per cent annually. However, the financial crisis
at the end of the first decade of the 21st century caused the decline in the value of the
purchased invoices on the British market. 2009 saw a nearly 8% decline in turnover
(207.7 billion pounds in 2008 and 191.3 billion pounds in 2009). 2010 marked the
return to an upward trend. The value of the purchased debt amounted to 212.3 bil‑
lion pounds, i.e. 1% growth over the previous year, and at the same time the highest
value ever. The dynamics of factoring turnover growth in Poland in the examined
period was characterised by considerable fluctuations. In the initial phase of this
service on the market, the annual growth amounted to several per cent. In the years
2001–2006 the ratio levelled off at the level comparable with that in Great Britain,
with the absolute values of growth in Poland several dozen lower. In the years 2007
and 2008 the rate of the turnover growth on the Polish market amounted to 81%
and 56%, unfortunately the world crisis did not remain without an impact on the
Polish factoring sector. Although the decline was avoided, the growth of purchased
invoices in 2009 amounted to only 5%15. The data of the Polish Factors Association
(PZF) indicate that in 2010 there was a factoring turnover growth of 10% on the
Polish factoring market up to the volume of 64.2 billion zlotys16.

15

Internet resources as of 13 January 2011, www.faktoring.pl.
PZF data do not comprise the whole factoring market in Poland. GUS data indicate that in 2010
the turnover amounted to 93.2 bn zlotys and rose by 81% in comparison with 2009, when they amoun‑
ted to 51.4 billion zlotys (GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych w 2011 r. (Factoring activity of financial companies in 2011, Warsaw, July 2012; GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych w 2010 r. (Factoring activity of financial companies in 2010), Warsaw, July 2011).
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4. The comparison of entities operating on the Polish
and British factoring markets
In both countries banks and capital companies are authorised to render factor‑
ing services. The majority of companies on both the markets are limited liability
companies. The largest of them have capital relations with banks. The number of the
factoring institutions, according to the FCI data, in 2009 in Great Britain amounted
to 70, while in Poland to 2017.
The structure of turnover generated by individual factors in both countries differs
considerably. In Great Britain over 60% of incomes were generated by 3 largest fac‑
tors, 10 largest factors financed nearly 80% of the value of all invoices, which points
to the incredible fragmentation of incomes of the remaining factoring institutions.
A very large number of small specialised factors are a characteristic feature of
the British market. In Poland the distribution of incomes is much more uniform.
Polish factoring institutions usually have a general profile of operation. They offer
most of the available factoring products on the Polish market to a wide variety of
clients. Only a few individual institutions tend to specialise, e.g. Bibby Factors Polska
design their services for SMEs.
There are associations of factors both in Poland and Great Britain. Their goal is
to protect and represent the interests of their members, to support the sector through
lobbying, to promote factoring and to cooperate with other associations in the world.
They are a forum of discussion and a tool to affect the environment. ABFA, the
British factors’ organisation is one of the oldest, largest and thriving organisations
in the world. Its beginning dates back to 1976. At present, it has 46 members from
Great Britain and Ireland who generate jointly over 90% of the market turnover.
The history of PZF (Polish Factors Association) is more than 10 years old18. It
associates 17 factoring institutions19, which in 2010 contributed to 87% of the turnover
of the whole market20. Although PZT does not affect the environment as strongly as
17

PZF data do not comprise the whole factoring market in Poland. GUS data indicate that in 2009
there were 43 factoring instituions operating in Poland: 20 banks and 23 specialised factoring compa‑
nies (GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych w 2009 r. (Factoring activity of financial companies in 2009), Warsaw, July 2010).
18 Polish Factors Association was founded in 2006, transformed from the Conference of Factoring
Companies operating from 2001.
19 At present the Polish Factors Association has 19 members: 17 factoring institutions and 2 sup‑
porting members which are factoring brokers (www.faktoring.pl, access as of 17 July 2012).
20 It is the share of PZF members in the market according to the PZF data. According to the authors;
own calculations based on GUS data (GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych
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ABFA, its numerous initiatives in the area of factoring teaching and promotion on
the Polish market as well as the activity aimed at the standardisation of this service
or the cooperation with organisations in other countries result in the better quality
of offer and client service. Thanks to this, despite a relatively short period of the
service provision, Polish factoring institutions equal their foreign counterparts at
the level of quality.

5. Factorees on the Polish and British markets
The number of companies which have made use of factoring in Poland in the
course of the last years amounts to 5,600–6,00021. In Great Britain this number has
exceeded 40,000 for 6 years22. In 2009, the annual value of factoring turnover of 70%
of Polish factors did not exceed 5 m zlotys23. In Great Britain, 28% of clients had
factoring turnover below 5 m pounds, and another 26% had factoring turnover of
over 100 m pounds24. In Poland there are still not many companies applying factor‑
ing, and the majority of them have relatively low turnover. It may partly confirm
the theory that factoring is a service primarily designed for SMEs; however, it may
also indicate that large companies either do not notice or are sceptical about the
potential advantages resulting from this service.
The analysis of the British market results in a completely different observations.
Factoring is such a popular service there that it is applied by both small and very
large companies. In both countries the majority of factories deal with manufactur‑
ing, trade or services. In Poland, two thirds of the market are composed of trade
and manufacturing companies, whereas in Great Britain two thirds of the market
are manufacturing and service companies, which is connected with a higher share
of services in the British economy.

w 2011 r. (Factoring of financial companies in 2011), op. cit.) and the PZF data on the turnover of its
members (www.faktoring.pl, access as of 17 July 2012) the share amounted to 60% in 2010.
21 GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych w 2009 r. (Factoring of financial companies in 2009), Warsaw 2010.
22 ABFA, ABFA Statistics 1995–2005, Internet resources as of 12 March 2011, www.abfa.org.uk;
ABFA, ABFA Statistics 2006 – present, Internet resources as of 12 March 2011, www.abfa.org.uk.
23 GUS, Działalność faktoringowa przedsiębiorstw finansowych w 2009 r. (Factoring of financial companies in 2009), op. cit.
24 ABFA Statistics 2006 – present, Internet resources as of 12 March 2011, www.abfa.org.uk.
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6. C
 omparison of kinds of factoring in Poland
and Great Britain
6.1. Interational and domestic factoring
Domestic factoring is decisively dominant both in Poland and Great Britain. In
2010 its share in the Polish market amounted to 76% and 93% in the British market.
Figure 5 presents the share of international factoring in Poland and Great Britain
in the period of the last 5 years.
Figure 5. The share of international factoring turnover in total turnover on the Polish
and British market in the years 2006–2010
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Source: Own material based on: ABFA, ABFA Statistics 2006 – present, Internet resources as of 10 March 2011,
www.abfa.org.uk; Internet resources as of 10 March 2011, www.faktoring.pl.

The world average of the turnover generated by international factoring amounts
to 19%25. In Poland this threshold was reached in 2008 and since then the share of
international factoring has remained at the level of over 20%. In Britain the inter‑
national factoring has always had a marginal significance generating only a few per
cent of the total turnover. The British market is characterised by the fact that 80%
of the international turnover is attributed to export invoice discounting, which is
an extraordinary phenomenon on the world scale.

25 T. Biernat, Mocny lokalny rynek faktoringu (Strong local factoring market), „Rzeczpospolita”,
16 September 2010, Internet resources as of 10 November 2010, www.kongresfaktoringu.pl.
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6.2. Non-recourse factoring
Poland and Great Britain differ significantly with regard to the share of nonrecourse factoring in the total factoring turnover. A low share (10–11%) of this
financial service in Great Britain results from a great popularity invoice discounting
which is usually connected with the retained regress right by the financial institu‑
tion. In Poland non-recourse factoring became increasingly important in 2008 due
to factors’ willingness to secure against customers’ default under difficult business
conditions. It exceeded the border of 50%26.
Figure 6. The share of non-recourse factoring turnover in Poland and Great Britain
in the years 2006–2010
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Source: Own material based on: ABFA, ABFA Statistics 2006 – present, Internet resources as of 10 March 2011,
www.abfa.org.uk; Internet resources as of 10 March 2011, www.faktoring.pl.

Figure 6 presents the share of non-recourse factoring of Polish and British factors
in the course of the last few years. While the situation in Britain is stable and it is
not likely to change, in Poland the future of factoring cannot be precisely predicted. It
will depend on the one hand on the demand of clients and on the other on the terms
and conditions offered by factors, which at the moment are restrictive in comparison
with recourse factoring, on the development of the business information market,
and first of all on the cooperation with factoring and insurance institutions, as these
last ones determine the level of offerable limits and margins.

26

Ponad 30 mld PLN obrotów firm Polskiego Związku Faktorów w 2009 roku (Over 30 bn zlotys of
turnover of the Polish Factors Association companies in 2009), Internet resources as of 25 February 2011,
www.faktoring.pl.
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6.3. Invoice discounting and debt discount
Invoice discounting should not be regarded to be a form of factoring as apart from
the financing of clients it does not offer any other service. However, in Great Britain
this product plays such an immense role that it must not be ignored. In 2010, the
revenue of British factoring companies resulting from invoice discounting amounted
to 192.3 billion pounds, which accounts for over 90% of the total factoring turnover
(in British statistics factoring and invoice discounting are always presented jointly)27.
On the Polish market there is a product which is called debt discount or invoice
discount, which is often identified with invoice discounting. Table 1 presents the
major features of the British system of invoice discounting and Polish debt discount.
Table 1. The comparison of the British invoice discounting and Polish debt discount
Feature

Invoice discounting

Debt discount

Financing

Yes

Yes

Liability management

No

No

Additional services

No

No

Liability collection

No

No

Dent cession

Tak

Yes/No (e.g. Pekao Faktoring –
debt financing)

Notification of debtor

No

Yes – if cession is effected (e.g.
BRE Bank)/No – if cession is
not effected (Pekao Faktoring)

Taking over the risk of debtor’s
solvency

No/Yes (possibility of involving
the client’s policy)

No/Yes (without regress
accessible e.g. in BRE Bank)

Client target group

Very large companies, turnover
over 1 m pounds

No restrictions

Exporters used to finance

Yes

No

Scope of financed debt

Usually global cession (all
factoree’s debts or all from one
debtor)

Ususally selected debts, even
single

Duration of cooperation,
character of transaction

Long lasting cooperation

Frequently single transaction

Source: Own material based on: F. R. Salinger (1999), op. cit., pp. 19, 24; I. Sobol, Faktoring międzynarodowy (International factoring), Oficyna Ekonomiczna, Kraków 2005, p. 29; M. Tokarski (2005), op. cit., p. 72; Internet resour‑
ces as of 06 March 2010, www.brebank.pl; Internet ressources as of 06 March 2010, www.pekaofaktoring.com.pl.

27

ABFA, ABFA Statistics 2006 – present, Internet resources as of 12 March 2011, www.abfa.org.uk.
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Admittedly, the main idea of the British invoice discounting and Polish debt
discount is the same, i.e. the factor purchases the client’s invoices paying him their
value reduced by the discount and due commissions without rendering any addi‑
tional services. However, due to many detailed differences, it should be stated that
they are two distinct financial services.
Firstly, the main feature thanks to which invoice discounting gained such
a popularity in Great Britain is the fact that it is based on non-notification, i.e. the
debtor is not informed about the cession of the debt. On the other hand, in Poland
within debt discount the financial institution does not purchase any debts, it only
grants a loan secured by these debts. This service is called debt discount or some‑
times debt factoring. Furthermore, in many institutions which purchase debts it is
required to notify the debtor. It results from the Polish regulations which exclude
the factor’s demand for the debtor’s settlement, unless the debtor has been notified
in advance about the cession. It is not a problem in Great Britain if a debt transfer
is made on the basis of the equity system.
Another important difference between invoice discounting and debt discount is
the character of transaction and the kind of financed debt. In Great Britain, invoice
discounting in the same way as factoring has a form of long-tern cooperation within
which the client transfers trade debts to the financial institution obtaining an advance
payment in return. It often has the form of a global cession, when the factor is given
a client’s debts (current or future) or all from one debtor or one segment. In Poland,
debt discount is generally a single transaction. It involves the client’s selected debts,
sometimes also single debts. The next difference results from that, namely the target
group of clients. In Great Britain, only companies in a very good financial condition
and with efficient liability management systems having turnovers of several mil‑
lion pounds have an opportunity to cooperate with a discount institution. Whereas
in Poland, due to a single character of the transaction, as a matter of fact, every
company which presents a satisfactory debt to a financial institution is able to obtain
financing in the form of debt discount. The last important difference is the fact that
in Great Britain there is a substantial share invoice discounting in the financing of
exports. In Poland, in the case of debt discount, such transactions are non-existent.

6.4. Reverse factoring
Reverse factoring is perceived as a product of an immense potential. The con‑
clusion of such an agreement brings benefit to all the parties to the transaction: the
factor (commissions or fees), the factoree – customer (possibility of using supplier’s
discounts, extended period of repayment to the factor, the acquisition of additional
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circulating capital, reduction in the number of repayments and improved relations
with suppliers), the supplier (receipt of undelayed payment without the possibility of
regress, improved cash flows or reduced risk of activity). However, at the moment it
is not very popular yet on either of the analysed markets. In Poland in 2010 its share
in the total turnover amounted to 4.5%28.
The data on reverse factoring in Great Britain also referred to as supply chain
financing have not been published; however, numerous newspaper sources indi‑
cate its small share. The supply is considered to be a reason for a low popularity of
reverse factoring as from the perspective of the factoring institutions this form of
factoring brings lower profits than its traditional form29. Nevertheless, this service
is being offered by more and more Polish and British factors. It should be expected
that a high level of competition and benefits on the supply side will lead to a greater
importance of the reverse factoring on both the markets.

6.5. Other products offered by Polish and British Factors
Non-notification factoring is found on both Polish and British market, but in nei‑
ther of these two countries does not generate turnovers of a considerable volume.
The reasons are different. In Great Britain the need for the lack of notification of
the debtor about the conclusion of an agreement is fulfilled by the popular invoice
discounting, and in the situation when many companies need primarily the func‑
tion of financing, there is no essential demand for non-notification factoring. In
Poland, on the other hand, the biggest barrier to the development of this service is
unfavourable law, which in the case of the lack of notification may lead to a consid‑
erably higher transactional risk.
In both countries there is an agency factoring, but the data on its turnover are
unavailable. In Britain, agency factoring is often offered to clients who do not fulfil
the conditions necessary to conclude with them the agreement of invoice discount‑
ing30. Due to the development and increasingly better access to the software allow‑
ing for cheap and effective corporate liability management, it is a more and more
frequently used form of cooperation between the factor and factoree.
Asset Based Lending (ABL) is a service which has become very significant on
the British market. The joint value of advanced payments within the ABL in 2010
28

Internet resources as of 19 March 2011, www.faktoring.pl.
T. Crowe, Supply chain financing: Full speed in reverse, “Credit Management”, Jan 2009, Internet
resources as of 19 March 2011, www.icm.org.uk.
30 F. R. Salinger (1999), op. cit., p. 18.
29
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amounted to 3 billion pounds, which accounted for 5.2% of the total sum of all
advanced payments made then by British factoring institutions31. British factors
perceive this service as a chance to expand the market. In Poland the Asset Based
Lending is practically an unknown product32.
Restructuring factoring is a service characteristic of the Polish market. It is
a form of long-term cooperation between the factor and entrepreneur within which
the factoring institution enters the company as a restructuring entity. At present,
restructuring factoring is found only in Poland and Germany. It is absent from the
offers of the British factors.
In both countries the offer of factoring institutions is abundant in different
additional services through which entrusting the factors certain activities connected
with servicing and management of debt (and others, for example financial, business
and legal advice or market analysis) allows the company to focus on its core activ‑
ity. In the case of specialised factoring companies in Poland and Great Britain the
scope of these services is similar. However, the difference refers to banks. Whereas
in Britain their offer does differ considerably from other factors’, in Poland it is
confined to a purely financial function33.

7. Conclusions
Europe is the leader on the world marketing market. Poland joined the European
Union a few years ago. Simultaneously, it joined a group of countries in which fac‑
toring services are very well developed. The present article is aimed at conducting
a comparative analysis of a young factoring market in Poland and a mature factoring
market in Great Britain. Both markets differ from each other considerably and the
basic information concerning both markets is presented in Table 2.
A very well developed, mature factoring market in Great Britain has nearly
three times longer history. The turnover on this market is nearly 100 times higher
than in Poland, but the Polish factoring market is growing faster (over 130 times
Faster). A fast turnover growth on a young factoring market in Poland is due to little
saturation of the market with these services. Factoring services are applied in Great
31

ABFA, ABFA Statistics 2006 – present, Internet resources as of 12 March 2011, www.abfa.org.uk.
Nadszedł czas faktoringu – relacja z I Międzynarodowego Kongresu Faktoringu (The factoring time
has come.report from the 1st International Factoring Congress), Internet resources as of 18 December
2010, www.faktoring.pl.
33 K. Kreczmańska-Gigol, Opłacalność faktoringu dla przedsiębiorcy i faktora (Factoring profitability for the entrepreneur and factor), Difin, Warsaw 2007, p. 57.
32
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Britain by 7 times more companies than in Poland, where about 0.33% of operating
companies make use of it.
Table 2. T
 he most important features of the factoring markets in Great Britain
and Poland
Feature
Legal basis of factoring

Factoring market in Great Britain

Factoring market in Poland

• Statute law (Law of Property
Act 1925)
• Common Law (equity
doctrine)

• Statute law (Civil Code)

Ottawa Convention application

Not ratified

Not ratified

Market age

about 60 years

about 20 years

Factoring turnover volume

about 1 billion zlotys

about 0.01 billion zlotys

Turnover growth in the years
1995–2010

698%

91614%

Factoring turnover volume
in relation to GDP

about 14%

about 4%

The number of factors

about 70

about 20*

The number of factorees

over 40,000

about 6,000

The share of non-recourse
factoring in market turnover

about 10%

about 50%

The most important services on
the market

Invoice discounting

Current debt factoring (nonrecourse and recourse)

Characteristic services of the
market

• Invoice discounting
• Asset Based landing

Restructuring factoring

* According to GUS about 40.
Source: Own materials.

Interestingly, the number of factoring institutions in Poland is 7 times smaller
than in Great Britain. According to PZF, there are 20 factoring institutions working
in Poland, and according to GUS about 40, whereas on the mature British market
there are 70 of them. Thus, there are relatively many factors in Poland in compari‑
son with the number of companies making use of their services. There are about
150 clients per one factor in Poland, while in Great Britain there are about 600 of
them. The goal of factors in Poland should be to increase the number of companies
making use of factoring services; otherwise the consolidation of the factoring sector
may be expected in our country.
The services applied in Poland differ markedly from the services used by com‑
panies in Great Britain. In Poland recourse and not non-recourse factoring amounts
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to about 50% of the turnover. In Great Britain not, non-recourse factoring is prevailing
as the most popular service on the market as invoice discounting involved in debt
transferring without the del credere function, and debtors are not usually informed
about the cession. It is favoured by the legal system based not only on the statute
law, as in Poland but also on common law. The invoice discounting services which
focus on the financial function could develop also in Poland because the financial
function of factoring is more important for companies on our market than the
administrative and security function. Asset Based Lending is another characteristic
service of the British market. In Poland ABL as well as invoice discounting in the
form used in Great Britain practically does not exist. However, the service present
only on the Polish market is restructuring factoring.
At present, the Polish factoring market is definitely not so well developed as
the British market. However, taking into consideration the dynamics of its growth
in recent years, a high corporate demand for circulating capital, the volume of the
market potential which has not been used yet (only 4% factoring share in the GDP,
and only 0.33% of companies operating on the market making use of factoring), the
growing awareness of factoring within the business environment as well as numerous
PZF initiatives aimed at its popularisation, it may be expected that the nearest future
will bring further development of this relatively new service. A thorough analysis of
the British experiences may become a precious reference point in the development
of the Polish factoring market.
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Time and Cost Controlling with Earned
Value Technique – Yellow Pages Directory
Case Study

1. Introduction
Managing a project as a unique, complex endeavour requires a lot of effort. This
effort concerns equally initiating a project, defining its goals and constraints, careful
planning and organizing, as well as monitoring and control in its development phases.
The goal of this paper is to present one of the best project management control
practice – earned value technique (EV, also known as earned value management
system, EVMS). EV will be presented not only from a theoretical point of view, but
also with regard to its practical utilization in the website development project case
study undertaken by a small software development company.
Since its beginning Earned Value has proven to be a very useful project control
method which allows project managers to track project progress, identify its deviations from the baseline as well as to provide precise forecasts of the future course
of the project. Widely recognized as a valuable tool EV is used by project managers
across all industries: manufacturing, pharmaceutical, high-tech and IT alike.1
1 Larson E. W., Gray C. F., Project Management. The Managerial Process, Fifth Edition, McGraw-Hill 2011, p. 458
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2. Earned Value as the best project management practice
Evaluation and control are a vital part of every project manager’s job. Monitoring and control of performance of the entire project is crucial, as the performance
gives results and allows reaching the overall outcome of any project. Individual task
performance must be monitored with precision as budget, timing and coordination
of each task is vital to project success. On the other hand, experience shows that
control is one of the most neglected areas of project management.2 Often found
resistance to project control results from the lack of knowledge and understanding
how to effectively monitor work and how to develop a single information system
to collect data and report progress on cost, schedule and project scope.
The issue of project progress reporting has become a vital part of project management since the 1960’s when the US Department of Defence (DoD) laid a foundation for what we know today as Earned Value. In 1967, the DoD established the
Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC) based on a set of 35 criteria used
to control government financed military projects and programmes.3 Further development of this tool and its employment in subsequent government undertakings
made EV in the late 1980’s a commonly understood project management method
used not only by accounting specialists, but also by managers and executives.
The reason for such popularity of the method is that it provides the following
benefits:
–– accurate display of project status
–– early and accurate identification of trends
–– early and accurate identification of problems
–– basis for course corrections.4
In 1987 Earned Value was recognized as a best practice in project cost management and was enclosed to the first global project management standard – PMI:
The Project Management Body of Knowledge.5 We can find reference to EV in the
PRINCE2 project management methodology as well.6 Earned Value is a part of many

2

Larson E. W., Gray C. F., Project Management. The Managerial Process, Fifth Edition, McGraw-Hill 2011, p. 453.
3 Bukłaha E., Technika Earned Value, Bizarre, Warszawa 2009.
4 Kerzner H., Project Management. A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling and Controlling,
Ninth Edition, John Wiley and Sons 2006, p. 613.
5 PMI, The Project Management Body of Knowledge, Project Management Institute 1987.
6 OGC, Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2, TSO, London 2009, p. 114.
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industry standards like the US ANSI EIA 748‑A, the Australian AS 4817–2003 and
AS 4817–2006 as well as the British: “Earned Value Management APMG Guidelines”.7

3. Fundamentals of Earned Value
According to Earned Value the status of any projects or any portion of it can be
assessed by a common set of variables used in a detailed described way.8
The Earned Value method starts with the time-phased costs that sum up to the
project budget baseline. The budget baseline shows in a cumulative way the value
of work scheduled to be completed in a given period of time, in terms of agreed
cost estimates: i.e. initial budget – what is planned to do and how much do we plan
to pay for it. This measure is called BCWS – budgeted cost of work scheduled or
shorter PV – planned value.9
As the project starts, work progress involves incurring costs and expenditures.
The sum of all actual cost for all completed and started work packages (including
direct and indirect costs) is aggregated to ACWP – actual cost of work performed,
also known as AC – actual value.
The third measure is EV – earned value, also known under the older acronym
BCWP – which explains its calculation: budgeted cost of work performed. EV can
be found out by checking the amount of work performed so far (fully and partially)
as well as the amount that work was supposed to cost as allocated in the original,
initial budget. EV is the answer that project manager may give when asked: what
have we done already? How much did we plan to pay for it?
Those three measures as a basis for further analysis as the project progresses
through its life cycle.
The first analysis may concern simple cost and schedule variances. Cost variance
is the difference between the amount of money we budgeted for the work that has
been performed up to date and the actual cost of that work:
CV = EV − AC = BCWP − ACWP
7

APMG, Earned Value Management, APMG Guidelines, London 2002.
PMI, Practice Standard for Earned Value Management, Project Management Institute 2005.
9 As far as acronyms are concerned in recent years acronyms have been shortened to be more phonetically friendly (ACWP=>AC; BCWS=> PV; BCWP=>EV). In the article for readers convenience we
use both. Their longer version can still be found in some project management software. Furthermore
in Authors’ opinion they give more information about their meaning and calculation [see: Mulcahy R.,
PMP Exam Prep, RMC Publications 2009, p. 243].
8
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Schedule variance is calculated as a difference between earned value (budgeted
cost of work performed) and the budgeted cost of the work we scheduled to be performed up to date (i.e. planned value).
SV = EV − PV = BCWP − BCWS
Figure 1. Earned Value chart
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Results of calculations are interpreted as follows:
–– zero means the project is progressing smoothly, according to plan, no cost and/or
schedule deviation from the baseline
–– negative value means the project is behind schedule and/or over cost
–– positive value informs that work is performed faster and/or cheaper than planned.
In order to know how efficiently work is performed, apart from computing simple
variances, the earned value technique gives a project manager formulas to calculate
performance efficiency as a percentage of EV. The Cost Performance Index (CPI) is
defined as a ratio of the earned value and actual value.
=
CPI EV
= BCWP
AC
ACWP
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Similarly the Schedule Performance Index (SPI) is a ratio of the earned value
and planned value.
=
SPI EV
= BCWP
PV
BCWS

Both ratios are always positive, but the tipping point in both cases is 1. If CPI /
SPI equal 1 it means that the project is going according to plan, when is greater than
1 – progress is made faster / cheaper than planned, when lower – progress is made
respectively slower / at a greater cost than forecasted.10
SPI and CPI are shown in ratios with regard to 1, whereas CV and SV are calculated in days and monetary units. H. Kerzner notices that it allows a company
to show the current project status without disclosing hard, frequently sensitive
financial figures.11 It is beneficial for customer status reporting. It is also useful when
comparing several, different projects in a company’s portfolio, as SPI and CPI are
normalized values independent from project scale or complexity.
SPI and CPI are as well most often used to show trends in project performance
which provides a project manager with an early warning system and allows the
taking of relevant corrective actions beforehand.
Earned Value technique provides the project manager not only with tools for
assessing the current project status, but also to forecast its future performance. This
can be achieved by using a few additional measures.
The first measure is ETC – estimated cost to complete the project. It is the
amount of money that is needed to deliver the work remaining to complete, that
have not yet been done.
ETC = ( BAC − EV )

CPI

In this equation BAC is meant as budget at completion – project baseline, its
original, total budget. It is worth noting that this formula is based on the assumption that the future cost performance will stay the same as the current CPI for the
project. Some researchers indicate that in some cases it is more reliable to use the
ETC from reviewed cost estimates using expert judgement.12
10

Bukłaha E., Sterowanie projecte za pomocą metody wartości uzyskanej [w] Nowoczesne zarządzanie projektami, red. M. Trocki, PWE, Warszawa 2012, s. 243–244.
11 Kerzner H., Project Management. A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling and Controlling,
Ninth Edition, John Wiley and Sons 2006, p. 618–619.
12 Larson E. W., Gray C. F., Project Management. Managerial Process Fifth Edition, McGraw Hill
2011, p. 473.
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If the project manager knows ETC, he is able to forecast the total budget at the
completion of a project, which consists of total expenditures up to date plus what
remains to be done:
EAC = AC + ETC
Additionally the project manager can calculate the difference between the
planned total budget of a project and the forecasted total budget at completion. This
difference is called VAC – variance at completion:
VAC = BAC − EAC
If variance is negative it means that the project is likely to end up with a cost
overrun and the project manager should immediately initiate corrective actions.
Similarly the project manager can forecast the total project length and the
expected project end date. The time at completion uses SPI for the forecast and can
be expressed as follows:
EATt =

original projekt duration

SPI

Knowledge about cost and schedule variance at completion, especially if the
variance is a negative force posing a question how efficiently should remaining
work be performed to get back on a right track? Earned Value technique can provide the answer to that question as well by using an additional index – called TCPI
– to complete the performance index. It is calculated separately for the required cost
and schedule performance:
BAC − EV
,
BAC − AC
BAC − EV
for schedule performance: TCPI PV =
BAC − PV

for cost performance: TCPI AC =

Both indexes have the same interpretation. An index value above 1 means that
in order to meet budget constraint and/or deadline the remaining work has to be
done faster and/or cheaper.
All the above mentioned measures recommended by the Earned Value technique
give the project manager a solid and reliable piece of knowledge about the current
state of the project and its forecasted future performance. Thanks to these measures,
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according to the study of more than 700 projects carried out under US Department
of Defence contracts after 15% of project completion the future state and course
of the project can be assessed with a reasonable level of confidence.13 The following part of the article presents the practical value derived from the employment of
Earned Value principles and measures in a real life software development project.

4. Yellow Pages Directory Case Study
The Company, which is the subject of this case study, specialized in the creation
of web pages. The whole team consisted of two head owners: John Smith (CFO), and
Jack Brown (CEO), three consultants involved in the sale of the Company’s products
and two web developers (Martin Cooper and Robert Allen).
Last year the Company had received an order from a Client to prepare a directory
of companies located in the area, which belonged to him. It was the first so complicated project for this micro company, with a high level of innovation, which
imposed an additional risk on its realization. The owners decided that, because of
no previous experience in the implementation of such projects and the lack of any
documentation related to the costs and time required to perform the various functions of websites, the Directory should be supported by the project management
technique – Earned Value.

4.1. Planning a project’s scope, schedule and budget
The planning process of the project started with creating WBS (Work Breakdown Structure) on the basis of customer specification. The directory was divided
into 4 stages:
a) UML (the concept of creating a web site)
b) structure and admin panel (the creation of data bindings used by the web site
and the management panel of its contents by Admin)
c) site view and panel (the display of the selected data and profile management
panel of the owner),
d) graphic design and banner system (system for buying ads in the Directory).
Each stage ended with an internal test of its functionalities and the introduction
of any necessary changes.
13 Flemming Q. W., Koppelman J. M., Forecasting the Final Cost and Schedule Results, PM Network,
May 1996.
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The next stage of the planning process was estimating the number of working
hours necessary for each task. Since the Company had not had any documentation
on past projects, it had to be estimated with the expert judgment technique.
The project coordinator also defined specific risks, from which the project could
suffer during the development phase:
a) developers did not know any common framework, which forced them to include
some extra time in the estimations of task durations for the training partner
b) it was the first major project for this Company, so the owners did not have any
experience in managing this type of project,
c) a high degree of innovation characterized the project due to the expected functionalities
d) the Company had only two web developers, so the sudden absence of one of
them could lead to deviations in the schedule of the project.
The developers divided tasks among themselves, depending on their skills. During
numerous meetings with the owners the decision was made that employees would
work 6 hours a day on the project, while the remaining two would be allocated for the
usual line duties. Baseline predicted the end of the project after 98.25 working days.
Based on the schedule and the allocation of resources the project budget was
developed, where both direct (cost of web developers) and indirect (fees for rent,
electricity, internet, etc.) were taken into consideration. The estimated budget required
to implement the project amounted to 36 296.96 zloty net.
Unfortunately it turned out that the price proposed by the Company to the Customer
did not cover the projected costs (29 500 zloty net), so it was not economically feasible.
Nevertheless, the owners decided that the project would be realized. The reason at that
point of time was to develop a new product that could be sold to new customers and
bring profit in the future. The fact of such a difference between the estimated budget
and the proposed price caused a discussion on the existing process of pricing in the
Company. As already mentioned, the owners did not have records of any expenses,
so they really were not aware what the cost of the created functionalities would be.
The prices offered to customers were determined by Jack Brown (CEO), however, were
not supported by any specific process (cost of the web site plus indirect costs plus margin). The CEO compared the cost of a similar product in the competition’s offer and
offered a lower price so that the company seemed to be competitive, regardless if such
conduct is even barely profitable. Such an approach prevented the effective management
of the Company's products portfolio (making the decision which products should be
developed and which should be withdrawn from the offer, which new functionalities
to create). The implementation of the EV technique in this particular project could
be the beginning of the process of introducing the best practice in the Company due
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to the fact that it requires monitoring the actual cost and time performance of specific
tasks. The after-project documentation would become the basis for estimating the
costs and timing of completion of the Company’s future projects.
Directory’s planning phase lasted two weeks and was completed in mid-January,
with a baseline acceptance.

4.2. D
 evelopment and controlling of the project with the use
of Earned Value technique.
The project couldn’t immediately move to the development phase, as the owners
had not completed the negotiation of the contract with the customer. The baseline
had to be regularly moved, which meant that the final stage of implementation
and completion date of the project overlapped the holiday season. This was related
to the risk of prolongation of the project and renegotiating the terms of the contract
before the start of implementation. However, the owners decided to wait for the latest
amendments to the proposals sent by them.
While waiting for the contract, it was easy to note some interesting facts in the
Company’s daily work, which could have had an impact on the subsequent implementation of the project.
First, the company was characterized by an absolute lack of any fine organization. The tasks were listed on a spread sheet. In theory, this sheet was prepared
so that the owners could have control over the web developers work – whether it
was executed in the correct order or should be verified, etc., but the selective entry
of tasks meant that the data was incomplete, so it was not possible to monitor the
efficiency of employees.
What is more, Jack Brown (CEO) often commissioned additional tasks to developers
that did not bring any benefits to the Company (such as inserting other buttons on
the page, changing the font colour), which led to a two-hour argument between him
and one of the developers on the merits of such changes. Constantly interrupted tasks
resulted in a decrease in the efficiency of the project team, especially the developers.
Those obvious organizational problems may have had considerable influence on
the future implementation of the Directory. Still the delayed project start resulted
in a drop in the programmers motivation. Waiting for an amendment to the contract took longer than three weeks, and the owners did not share their findings on
the planned project. On February 15 the project coordinator managed to convince
Jack Brown (CEO) that because (as he said) negotiations with clients were at a very
advanced phase, it would be possible to start the Directory. The official start date
of the project was fixed for February 16 (Thursday).
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Week 1 – Lack of time
The first day of project realization showed already that the company was not ready
to implement the Directory according to the initial time assumptions. Some tasks
required the attention of both developers at the same time, so any involvement of at
least one of them in other tasks could result in the project’s downtime. Jack Brown
(CEO) ordered Robert Allen additional tasks which occupied him for the next
two days. In order to not delay the project start date again Martin Cooper decided
to perform tasks assigned to him in Stage 2 After two days (and thus the first week)
of realization the Earned Value indicators were as follows:
Table 1. Earned Value indicators after the first week of the Directory realization
SV

CV

SPI

CPI

EACt

EAC

59,20 zł

326,19 zł

1,08

1,65

91,20

21 945,72 zł

ETC

VAC

TCPIt

TCPI

BAC

Tc

21 44 6,88 zł

14 350,24 zł

99,8%

99,1%

36 295,96 zł

98,25

Source: own study.

The variances (SV and CV) were positive, which meant that if the project performance stayed at the same level the project would be completed ahead of schedule and
below the planned budget. The SPI suggested that the project would be realized with
the effectiveness of 108%, while the CPI showed that with every zloty invested in the
project the company generates 1.65 zloty of value for the project. The EAC forecast
brought very good news for the Company – the estimated total cost of the project was
to reach 21 945.72 zloty (approximately 14 350.24 zloty less than originally assumed
by the budget). For the owners, this meant that the project would not only be costeffective due to the Directory’s progressive realization, but also would generate profit,
which wasn’t at all taken into account when planning the budget. The way to achieve
it was to keep the similar pace of work (108% efficiency) for the remaining duration
of the project. The value of the EACt showed that the project would be completed
before the scheduled completion date (after 91.2 working days). The TCPIt indicator provided the project coordinator with information that to complete the project
within the schedule the web developers should work with efficiency = 99.8%, while
the cost TCPI (efficiency necessary to complete it within the budget) equaled 99.1%.
Based on these data, it appeared that on the one hand the Earned Value technique
provides reliable and very clear information about the course of the project, but on
the other hand a holistic approach to the results of the project (not to each task or
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project member) may cover some risks that arise in during the project realization
(here he dealt with the deployment of one employee to tasks not related to the project).

Week 2 – The contract and communication problems
The second week of the project began with a discussion and amendments to the
contract. It raised a lot of controversy, as it was significantly different from that sent
by the Company. In the text appeared lines concerning new fines, changes related
to the duration of the project and copyright law. Considering those new Client’s
proposals, which were not acceptable for the Company, it was necessary to organize
a discussion with the whole project team and introduce a number of amendments,
which took most of the Monday. The revised agreement was to be transferred to John
Smith (CFO) for approval and then sent back to the Client.
The second week of the project also showed another problem in the Company’s
organization. By chance, it turned out that John Smith (CFO) did not know that
the developers had been carrying out the project for almost a week. Jack Brown
(CEO) decided to start a project on his own without consulting it with him. This
situation revealed some communication traffic problems in the Company (taking
into account the fact that the owners were sitting opposite each other, and between
them were merely computer monitors you would think that they should not have
had major problems with the transmission of the information). From the perspective
of the project coordinator, this meant that it must be ensured that the information
concerning the project reached both owners in the future
Table 2. Earned Value indicators after second week of Directory realization
SV

CV

SPI

CPI

EACt

EAC

–67,07 zł

1 655,97 zł

0,98

2,47

100,62

14 674,28 zł

ETC

VAC

TCPIt

TCPI

BAC

Tc

13 550,40 zł

21 621,68 zł

100,2%

95,3%

36 295,96 zł

98,25

Source: own study.

Based on the results of the Earned Value results in the second week, it can be seen
that it ran very smoothly. Robert Allen finished his work last week and was able to devote
his time to training in the new framework and the realization of the tasks of Stage 1.
During the second week all scheduled tasks for Stage 1 were finished. The
developers decided to change the assumptions about the creation of the concept,
which allowed them to save a lot of time and thus reduce the actual cost of the work.
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Unfortunately, they failed to do all the work planned for this period, so this is why
on the chart the EV line at the end of the week is slightly below the PV.
Looking at the Earned Value indicators in the first place we should pay attention to the negative value of SV. It means that if the project should be implemented
with the current efficiency (98%) it would be completed before the scheduled time.
Growing positive CV showed that current actual costs generated by the project were
much lower than expected. For this week, it resulted directly from the mentioned
changes in assumptions. Despite a decline in the efficiency of developers from 108%
to 98% they managed to achieve a very high rate of CPI, which was reflected in the
low EAC. The project’s savings reached a level of 21 621.68 zł in relation to the proposed budget, which gave an opportunity to develop a final profit of 15 000 zlotys.
At this point, it should be of no surprise that, even though both developers working on the project were able to perform almost all the tasks below the scheduled time,
they failed to make the EV exceed the PV. This was due to the Jack Brown’s (CEO)
practice to "throw" developers additional current operations and service tasks during
project working hours. There were even situations when they were distracted 3–4
times from one project task. These actions greatly reduced the working efficiency
and time savings from already completed tasks being used for additional orders,
which were not recorded on the spread sheet used by the Company. The resulting
situation called for immediate discussion with whole project team concerning the
dropping efficiency and lack of priorities. Setting those priorities would increase
the efficiency and growth of the SPI of the project. John Smith (CFO) promised
to discuss it with Jack Brown (CEO) and convince him that the introduction of such
working rules would serve both developers and improve the quality of their work.

Week 3 – The discussion results and contract misunderstanding
The third week brought visible effects of the discussion with John Smith (CFO).
Jack Brown (CEO) limited his visits to the developers, so developers could devote
most of their time working on the Directory.
Table 3. Earned Value indicators after the third week of the Directory realization
SV

CV

SPI

CPI

EACt

EAC

63,49 zł

2 902,96 zł

1,01

2,73

96,89

13 277,78 zł

ETC

VAC

TCPIt

TCPI

BAC

Tc

11 603,24 zł

23 018,18 zł

99,8%

91,6%

36 295,96 zł

98,25

Source: own study.
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On the basis of these data, it appears that the developers were able to improve
the efficiency of their work. Some of the tasks could be performed below the scheduled time which resulted in a CV increase in favour of the Company. Robert Allen
and Martin Cooper spent the last week catching up on delayed tasks, so the project
had developed an EV over the PV. Decreasing estimated at completion cost (EAC)
increased the likelihood of a profit from the project for the Company.
Although the results show that project could be finished with undoubted success, the developers’ morale was very low, as it turned out that the revised agreement had not yet left the Company. It seemed that the developers were wasting
their time on a project that may not come to official realization due to the lack of
a signed contract. John Smith (CFO) said that he first wanted to see if the project
progresses before deciding to sign a contract that contains penalties for exceeding
the time limit. Also he wished to save extra time for a project to reduce the risk of
those penalties. However, this strategy was not communicated to the developers,
causing a morale drop. This situation showed that the communication problems
in the company destroyed the working atmosphere and caused misunderstandings
in the relationship between employees – owners.
After acknowledging the results of the EV analysis, John Smith (CFO) decided
that the project should still be realized according to plan and the contract would be
sent to the customer within the next week.

Week 4 – Altering the Company’s website
The fourth week came with a breakthrough for the project, but not in a positive
sense. Observing the curves in the graph below, a drastic change in the EV curve
cannot be unnoticed.
The most significant change from the previous week was the dramatic decrease
of the schedule variation which resulted in an estimated delay of 22 working days.
This situation arose due to the fact that during the fourth week Jack Brown (CEO)
decided to start new off project work and to implement some improvements in the
Company’s existing website and e-store. He believed that the website was unintuitive
and unreadable, and therefore the Company did not receive new orders, and thus
did not generate profit. Martin Cooper and Robert Allen argued that these changes
were not big enough to bring any benefits to the Company so it would be better
to realize tasks from the Directory project, which showed significant profits in the
future. However, given the inflexible attitude of the owner, he had made a decision
to introduce the changes, which took almost the whole week and showed no signs
of being completed in the nearest future.
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Figure 2. PV, EV and AC curves during the Directory project development
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Table 4. Earned Value indicators after the fourth week of the Directory realization
SV

CV

SPI

CPI

EACt

EAC

–1 130,56 zł

3 160,00 zł

ETC

VAC

0,82

2,61

119,95

13 892,53 zł

TCPIt

TCPI

BAC

Tc

11 932,99 zł

22 403,43 zł

103,8%

90,8%

36 295,96 zł

98,25

Source: own study.

John Smith’s (CFO) earlier decision to focus the efforts of developers on the
project fell due to Jack Brown’s (CEO) decision. Only a glance at Earned Value results
showed that the project was in danger of failure in terms of duration. When the
project coordinator presented the current project condition to John Smith (CFO)
it turned out that the decision to modernize the site had not only been consulted
with him, but he had believed that during the previous week all efforts were focused
on the Directory realization. None of the tasks assigned by Jack Brown (CEO) had
been included in the Company's spreadsheet, so no documentation remained of the
work done during this week. This situation resulted in serious argument between
the two co-owners and in a decision to stop the current Directory project and start
the other one which was to implement the CRM system (Customer Relationship
Management), to improve communication and registration of all tasks performed
in the Company.
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Week 5 – Implementation of CRM
As John Smith (CFO) announced, all employees of the Company have been
involved in the creation of new working procedures and CRM customization to the
current needs of the owners.
During the first three weeks of project development, the Earned Value results
were satisfactory. The EV curve oscillated around the PV curve and the positive CV,
not only made the project initially considered unprofitable became a profitable one
for the Company, but also announced a profit of more than 15 000 zł in relation to the
price proposed to the Client. Previous results showed the potential of the project
and that it could be successful, if only the initial assumptions were followed. The
key to success was to allow the developers to work on project tasks without ordering
additional tasks that are not making any visible image or financial benefits.
For these reasons, the project coordinator proposed to the owners a kind of
experiment – with the beginning of the next week the project should be carried
out in accordance with the assumptions (2 hours service tasks and 6 hours on the
project). If, after this one week period, Earned Value analysis results showed that
there had been a significant reduction of the current schedule variance the value the
owners would decide to continue the project. They both agreed to that proposal, and
the experiment was to begin on Monday as promised. Unfortunately, on Monday,
the decision was cancelled without explanation, an attempt to rescue the challenged
project overruled, and the project was definitely abandoned.

5. Conclusions and summary
These findings indicate an extremely important and useful role of Earned Value
for the described case study. Unfortunately, due to communication problems and
a very destructive attitude of one of the owners of the Company, it was decided
to cease the project after 4 weeks of realization. Several factors can be named that
had a significant impact on the failure of the Directory project.
• Firstly, the owners had not had a defined vision of their organization. One could
get the impression that each of them saw it differently, which caused communication and organization problems.
• Secondly, Jack Brown’s (CEO) decisions, which did not yield visible benefits
to the Company, divert developers’ attention from the task, which could bring
concrete profits. He also did not accept any suggestions that could improve the
quality of work due to the “not invented here” syndrome.
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Thirdly, the enormous trust that John Smith (CFO) had for his partner, caused
his limited interference in his decisions. He blindly believed that Jack Brown
(CEO) was properly managing his scope of work, which resulted in deep ignorance of this part of the business. The analysis has shown him that the company
is not functioning as it should and drastic measures must take place.
What is more, a big mistake was to delay the signing of the project contract. On
the one hand John Smith (CFO) delayed signing the contract with the Client to see
if the project was implemented according to plan and on that basis made a final
decision on closing the deal. Jack Brown (CEO) on the other hand thought that if
a contract was not signed, it would not be worth spending time and attention on
the Directory realization. If the contract was signed before or just at the beginning
of the planning phase of the project, it would be most likely some kind of motivation for both owners to focus on the project tasks, because the crossing time would
involve the threat of the enforcement of penalties.
The final factor was the fact that the project coordinator, as an outsider, did
not have any influence on the course of the project. His job was mainly to observe
and try to use the current controlling techniques on the project and propose solutions based on the results that could improve the health of the project in the case of
negative variances. Unfortunately, the proposed suggestions were ignored by Jack
Brown (CEO). Even when John Smith (CFO) tried to convince Jack Brown (CEO)
repeatedly to change the approach, after a few days of improvement, Jack Brown
(CEO) always returned to his usual way of working.
The conducted observations and interviews came out with one application for
the company – it was facing financial difficulties due to low profitability. However,
before applying the presented analysis techniques it was not entirely clear what
was causing this. Jack Brown (CEO) reported that the developers had all their time
occupied because of the assigned tasks, but no money (profit) could be seen in the
financial statement. The implementation of Earned Value analysis on the newly
adopted project showed why the company did not conduct a profitable business.
It had significant work organization problems and had neither any after-project
documentation to record the actual costs and time necessary to implement new
functionalities, nor a clear communication plan.
For the Company and its owners the Earned Value technique was a chance
to implement lacking management procedures in order to improve working and
control efficiency. For the very first time in the Company’s existence the planning
stage was carried out, which resulted in a specific definition of project schedule and
budget. Already at this stage it appeared that currently used time and price estimation methods did not provide the correct numbers. After-project documentation
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of the Directory was designed to be a reference for future orders, as it provided
information on the actual costs and time of implementation of the different types
of functionalities. This would allow the owners to make more aware management
decisions.
Moreover, the tools used in the Earned Value technique (indicators and PV, EV
and AC curves) provided specific and clear data that could be understood even for
those who had not had a contact with this technique before. For the person retrieving
the data from the chart message seemed clear: if the EV is below the PV and / or AC
is above the EV, the project is not realized as planned adjustments must be made. Of
course, a thorough analysis of the indicators provided more detailed information,
but the fact that at first glance, it can be concluded that the results vary from the
plan, becomes a big advantage of the technique.
From the perspective of the project manager Earned Value is a technique of
great help in the process of controlling the project. Although, like all techniques
using the traditional approach to management, it requires a lot of work in the planning and on-going updates on the results of the project in terms of EV and AC of
performed tasks, it provides a detailed insight into the progress of the project at
every stage of realization. Such continuous monitoring of the work performed and
possibility to relate the results to a baseline allows recording even small variations
in the time of their appearance. Therefore, the technique can be used as an "early
warning system" against emerging risks and changes that affect the initial objectives of the project.
On the other hand, from the perspective of time and observation of behaviour
that occurred in this case, you may notice some imperfections of the technique.
First of all, with a very holistic approach to the results of the analysis (the project as
a whole rather than individual tasks or work packages) from the project coordinator
point of view some important information (like the efficiency of individual workers)
can be overlooked. However, this may occur as a problem in every complex project,
involving a large project team.
In order to provide the most benefits earned value technique requires organization to be mature enough to have basic project management practices in place. Those
practices are for example: documented and accepted project requirements, WBS with
complete scope statement, integrated project plan, effective project change management process and precise cost collection system.14 Successful EV implementation
demands a company to make some extra effort that includes: firm commitment from
14 Lukas J., Earned Value Analysis – Why it Doesn't Work, AACE International Transactions; 2008;
pg. EV11.
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stakeholders to implement EV, more structure and discipline compared to non-earned
value approach as well as accept increasing report generation and data processing.15
To conclude, the Earned Value is a very useful technique of controlling time and
cost of the project. It provides very precise and clear information and a graphical
representation of the method shows at first glance the current condition of the project
on both the expected date of completion of the project (before or after the schedule)
and a budget (is it exceeded or shows additional savings). Depending upon which
project aspect sponsor cares the most (maintaining the budget, completing within
the schedule or maintaining the quality and scope) the coordinator can use a number
of adjustment strategies. Earned Value is a very good early warning system, as it
allows one to monitor any negative trends almost as soon as they occur (depending
on how often during the project further indicators are calculated).
It must be highlighted that the application of technology is not a guarantee of
success, which depends on many different factors. In the case described, these were
the communication and organizational problems and too little power of the project
coordinator in the Company.
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Enterprises

Introduction
Micro, small and medium enterprises (SME) constitute over 99% of economic
entities that actively function in the Polish economy. Roughly 70% of all employed
Poles work in that sector. This is one of the reasons why the situation of those
enterprises has a decisive influence on the growth tempo of the whole economy,
as well as of particular regions. Enterprises, which make up this group, can be
described as stimulators of economic processes’ development, whereas an impressive number of them and their economic potential determine levels of regions’
competitiveness and innovativeness. Moreover, external conditions, in which
those enterprises function, also affect their possibilities and growth barriers.
Familiarity with those external conditions connected with a given environment
may contribute to the strengthening of enterprises’ competitiveness, also in the
regional aspect. The aim of this article is to point out regional conditions of micro,
small and medium enterprises’ growth.
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1. Types of enterprises’ development conditions
In the literature for management a wealth of considerations, regarding various
factors that determine enterprise’s growth, can be found1. Most often a following
division is offered:
• internal factors that are connected with the functioning of a given economic
entity and owner’s person;
• factors that are external to an enterprise, connected with the environment
in which the enterprise functions.
Determinants of enterprise development that are connected with a businessman’s
person include above all his age, sex, knowledge, vocational education, qualifications and competences, previous experiences in business, experience in carrying
out management functions2. Several personality traits of an enterprise owner, such
as risk tolerance, motivation, endurance in pursuit of goals, innovativeness, drive
to succeed, manager’s competences, ability to formulate new business conceptions
and to realize them can also be perceived as vital to the development of an enterprise3.
Moreover, those factors can be treated as primal, because of their decisive character
when a person considers whether or not to start his or her own business, in a given
line of business, deploying a given amount of capital. They also influence the way
an enterprise is organized, its management processes, centralization level in the
decision-making process and the share of duties with potential employees. They
have a bearing on the owners expectations concerning the possibility of receiving
benefits from running an enterprise. These benefits might include cash ones, such
as return on investment, dividend pay-outs, financial independence, multiplying
capital’s worth, as well as non-cash benefits like the opportunity for self-realization,
satisfaction in running a business, independence of decisions, and prestige in local
society. The influence of those factors is especially visible in small enterprises,
in which the owner frequently manages the business, therefore functioning and
development of the enterprise depends on his or her decisions, motivation and set

1 Małe i średnie przedsiębiorstwa w świetle Strategii Lizbońskiej, redakcja naukowa Strużycki M.,
Oficyna wydawnicza SGH, Warszawa 2008, s.219, Storey D. J., Greene F. J., Small Business and Entrepreneurship, Financial Times Prentice Hall, 2010, s. 128–137, 139–143.
2 Bławat F., „Przetrwanie i rozwój małych i średnich przedsiębiorstw”, SPG, Gdańsk 2004, s. 25.
3 Moore C. W., Petty J. W., Palich L, Managing small business: an entrepreneurial emphasis, SouthWestern Publishing, 2010. S.263, Godziszewski B., Haffer M., Stankiewicz M., Sudoł S., „Przedsiębiorstwo. Teoria i praktyka zarządzania”, PWE, Warszawa 2011, s.27.
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aims4. The pace of an enterprise’s development is also dependent on those factors,
because often the owner might consciously slow down development processes after
achieving a satisfactory level of income, so as to retain control over business and its
managing processes.
Factors that influence the development of an enterprise, which are directly
connected with its functioning, include among others: an enterprise’s life span on
the market, size of an enterprise, scope of its activities and legal form. Enterprise’s
resources, such as human capital, financial, informational, material and nonmaterial resources, are also of significance. Ability to create an unrepeatable pattern of resources, introducing them within the framework of innovation, allows the
enterprise not only to survive in turbulent economic conditions, but also to achieve
satisfactory results that enhance development5. In the processes of development the
value of corporate management processes, their efficiency and effectiveness on both
strategic and operational levels cannot be underestimated. Set and realized objectives of an enterprise are also connected with management processes. Those goals
are varied in time and depend on many factors, including the influence of different
interest groups. On the other hand, sets of objectives affect the development of an
enterprise, its pace and directions. The aforementioned factors influence, on the one
hand, the needs of an enterprise in different phases of its development, while on the
other, they define an enterprise’s growth potential, as well as its ability to compete
on the market.
Given the context of the following article, internal conditions will not be a subject
of a wider analysis. It is far more interesting to concentrate on external conditions
that are linked with environment in which an enterprise functions. These factors
influence economic entities even stronger, especially those from the SME sector,
which typically have limited possibilities of affecting their environment. However,
in order to remain competitive and to respond to dynamic changes on the markets,
enterprises ought to consider an even longer list of external factors. In principle,
they can be divided into three categories of factors, linked with:
• competitive environment (also known as micro environment or direct environment)
• macro environment (also known as indirect environment)
• regional environment
4

Katz, Jerome A, Entrepreneurial small business / Boston [etc.]: McGraw-Hill/Irwin cop. 2011,
s. 262.
5 Barney B. J., Clark D. N., Resource-based Theory. Creating and Sustaining Competitive Advantage,
Oxford University Press, Oxford 2009, s. 9.
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Those factors are closely linked with each other and interchange creating nets of
even more complex relations. Owners, as well as managers, should be aware of the
growing importance of environmental factors, which need to be observed in order
to prepare an enterprise for development. It seems that wider orientation on rapid
variations in the environment is necessary. Moreover, the capability to spot even
weak market signals, which may contribute to an enterprise’s development or may
become a threat to its existence, can also be an asset nowadays.
Competitive environment is comprised of all economic entities that cooperate
or compete with a given enterprise6. On the one hand that might include suppliers of machines, goods, workforce and capital, while on the other, it can also refer
to recipients of produced goods or offered services by a given enterprise. It results from
the fact that each enterprise runs on the edge of four markets, namely: workforce,
supply, financial and product markets. The three former markets can be described
as cost-generating for an enterprise. An enterprise acquires means of production
from these markets, indispensable to its functioning and development. Decisions
concerning their acquisition are always connected with expending certain financial
resources, which generates operational costs. On the product market, on the other
hand, an enterprise verifies its utility for the final recipient and generates income
and means for development or survival.
Entities in a competitive environment are connected with each other, can actively
affect each other, playing a specific economic game. That is why the analysis of the
competitive environment is extremely important for each economic entity. An enterprise does not adjust to that environment passively, but has a possibility of reshaping
it, influencing external conditions of its own functioning. In practice, it is also an
environment that enterprises know best. Most of the enterprises can identify their
suppliers, as well as competitors, and assess the attractiveness of their offer. Every
entrepreneur is aware of the number and characteristics of potential customers, as
well as of factors that shape customers’ behaviour. It is thought that data regarding
micro environment factors is the easiest to obtain, hence enterprises most often focus
on the analysis of these conditions, paying significantly less attention to other factors that are further away from them, which impact on the day-to-day operations is
less visible. It is quite an important limitation of external conditions’ evaluation, for
the fact that both regional level and macro environment determine the behaviour of
competitive environment entities. Consequently, it is highly worthwhile to analyze
6

Podstawy nauki o organizacji. Przedsiębiorstwo jako organizacja gospodarcza”, redakcja naukowa
Marek S., Białasiewicz M., PWE, Warszawa 2011, s.90 Griffin R. W., Management, Houghton Mifflin
Company 2008, 364–365.
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information about what happens in the macro and regional environment, so as
to make business decisions as rationally as possible.
The macro environment contains a set of conditions that affect the functioning
of an enterprise, resulting from the fact that it is run in a given country, with a given
history, society, in a given political, legal and economic system. It is characteristic
of the macro environment that it heavily affects the possibilities of an enterprise’s
operation and development, but at the same time the enterprise itself cannot influence those conditions. From an enterprise’s point of view, those conditions are rather
trends and occurrences that need to be known and researched. They are variables
that are independent of any enterprise. Factors that stem from the macro environment and affect the functioning of enterprises most often can be divided into the
following group of factors (analyzed widely in the subject literature): economic,
legal and political, demographic and social, environmental and technological and
lastly international7.
Among economic factors, enterprises should constantly observe the following:
GDP growth rate of a given country, size and direction of GDP changes, interest rate
and its changes, currency exchange rates fluctuations, inflation level and its forecasts, levels of domestic and foreign indebtedness, consumption and savings rates,
investment levels and amount of investment expenditures, conditions of acquiring
financial help from the state, unemployment rate, competitiveness and innovativeness levels in the country, etc. Regarding legal and political factors, enterprises
should monitor mainly: legal regulations concerning freedom (or its limitations)
of running a business, legal conditions linked with employment law, tax law, environment protection, technical or security standards; legal regulations concerning
protecting customers’ rights; anti-monopoly legislation and competition law; extent
and forms of preferences regarding certain economy sectors’ development, which
can stem from current government policy; etc. Demographic and social factors that
may require concentrating on include trends regarding e.g.: increasing awareness
of ecology and environment protection issues; universalization of consumption
and free time spending patterns; divergence from the welfare state model; changes
in women’s social status, population and its distribution, density, age structure
and education levels; levels of employment activity, social mobility; size and structure of households, income distribution, migration intensity and directions etc.
Environmental and technological factors that should be analyzed include: natural
resources availability; geographical position, climate conditions, change in the natural environment state; rapid development of modern technologies and the direction
7

More in: Romanowska M., Planowanie strategiczne w przedsiębiorstwie, PWE, Warszawa 2009.
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of changes in this regard; shortening the introduction time of inventions, product
and technological innovations; the development of communication, Internet and
telecommunication infrastructure; speed of technology transfer; access to research
and development results; state expenditure on supporting the innovativeness of
enterprises, etc. Lastly, in terms of international conditions, enterprises should pay
close attention to: progressing globalization, its positive and negative effects; global
economic cycles fluctuations; global crises and their repercussions for economies
and enterprises; shifting of the economic world’s centre towards China and India;
changes in the level of international competitiveness; sanctions and restrictions
employed in the international trade; international legal regulations e.g. European
Union’s regulations; membership in international economic, political or military
organizations, etc.
Judging by the above analysis, there are many factors linked with the macro
environment, therefore their observation can prove to be both difficult and overly
costly. That is why enterprises should concentrate on monitoring those which affect
their functioning to the greatest extent, especially ones that can hamper or threaten
development. Observing factors of this kind allows enterprises to be better prepared
for crises and to limit the risk of failure in business. In this regard, systems of early
warning gain on significance. They are to a large extent focused on monitoring
macro environmental factors that present a potential threat to the functioning of
an enterprise and reflect negative trends.
These two groups of external factors do not, however, exhaust all possible determinants of an enterprises development. Analysis of regional factors is also required8.
Nowadays, these factors are a strong influence on conditions in which enterprises
function, especially ones from the SME sector.

2. R
 egional environment in external determinants of an
enterprises development analysis
It is worth noticing that macro environmental factors impact all enterprises
in a similar manner, while regional conditions have a specific character, connected
with a particular region. Therefore a set of these conditions will be different e.g.
in regions of high economic and social development level and in regions of lower
development level. A synthetic indicator of entrepreneurship level varies from region
to region. Among them, the number of enterprises per 1000 inhabitants of a given
8

Stokes D., Wilson N., Small business management, 5th ed. – London Thomson, 2006, s. 275–278.
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region (province) is of central importance. Data in this regard is presented in table
nr 1. It provides clear evidence that regional conditions may impact the localization
of an enterprise, as well its development in given regions.
Table 1. SME registered in REGON in 2010 in relation to number of inhabitants
Province

Number of enterprises per 1000 inhabitants

Rank in Poland

Lower Silesia

119,2

4

Kujawy-Pomerania

94,6

11

Lublin

80,9

14

Lubuskie

108,1

6

Łódź

101,2

9

Lesser Poland

103,8

8

Masovian

134,2

1

Opole

97,4

10

Podkarpacie

73,9

16

Podlasie

78,9

15

Pomeranian

120,7

3

Silesian

106,1

7

Świętokrzyskie

90,4

12

Warmian-Masurian

86,1

13

Greater Poland

114,1

5

West Pomeranian

131,2

2

Total

101,7

-

Source: „Raport o stanie sektora małych i średnich przedsiębiorstw w Polsce, PARP, Warszawa 2011”, s. 85.

Major diversity is also visible in the number of actively functioning economic
entities, as well as in the size of generated incomes per one entity, or in relation
to investment expenditures per one enterprise (table nr 2). Data regarding these
quantities confirm that the business activity of functioning enterprises is concentrated mainly in the following provinces: Masovian, Silesian, Greater Poland and
Lesser Poland. At the other end of the scale, the lowest number of active enterprises
is located in Świętokrzyskie, Podlasie, Opole and Lubuskie Provinces. The level of
average income per one entity is not as varied, although the dominance of entities
from the Masovian Province is apparent in this regard. Larger spreads exist in relation
to investment expenditures and falling on one enterprise. The highest investment
expenditures in 2009 were made by enterprises located in the following Provinces:
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Masovian, Silesian and Pomeranian. The joint total of investment expenditures made
by those entities amounted to 50.9% of investment expenditures grand total (including 29.7% made in the Masovian Province). Likewise, the highest level of investment
expenditures per one enterprise was observed in the Masovian and Pomeranian
Provinces. This indicator can indirectly confirm the varied development potential
of enterprises in different regions of Poland, because it is linked not only with an
enterprises situation, but also with evaluations of potential investment conditions
and development conditions, made by entrepreneurs.
Table 2. Enterprises active in 20119
Number of active
enterprises
in thousands

Share of region
in Poland’s grand
total in %

Income per one
entity in million
zloty

Investment
expenditures
per one entity
in thousand zloty

Lower Silesia

138,4

7,76%

1,8

84,6

Kujawy-Pomerania

85,7

4,80%

1,6

58,8

Lublin

76,4

4,28%

1,4

78,5

Province

Lubuskie

46,1

2,58%

1,3

49,4

Łódź

119,3

6,69%

1,4

80,5

Lesser Poland

165,1

9,25%

1,7

74,1

Masovian

294,1

16,48%

3,9

156,3

37,5

2,10%

1,5

67,4

Podkarpacie

74,2

4,16%

1,5

67,4

Podlasie

44,6

2,50%

1,4

73,4

Pomeranian

119,4

6,69%

1,9

83,9

Silesian

207,9

11,65%

2,2

96,4

Świętokrzyskie

50,1

2,81%

1,4

74,4

Warmian-Masurian

53,9

3,02%

1,2

51,8

Greater Poland

181,4

10,17%

2,1

93,4

West Pomeranian

90,4

5,07%

1,1

45,4

1784,6

100,00%

2,1

90,4

Opole

Total

Source: Own elaboration based on „Działalność przedsiębiorstw niefinansowych w 2011 roku”, GUS, Warszawa 2012.

To some extent, data quoted above may indicate that regional conditions have
a much stronger influence on an enterprises development than macro environment
9

Because of statistics availability, data from 2011 was presented.
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factors. This can have a particular significance for small and medium enterprises. They
are the ones that operate on local and regional markets and are subjected to a heavy
influence of regional external conditions set. Therefore they ought to have a more
than rudimentary knowledge of regional determinants of their own development.
Regional conditions of an enterprises development include broadly defined
investment attractiveness, availability of various resources, actions of local selfgovernment that aim to support the development of entrepreneurship level in the
region, actions of business environment institutions10.
An enterprise’s development in the regional aspect is affected by a region’s economic potential, GDP per capita level, the local community’s quality of life and income
structure. These are the factors that determine the absorptivity of the regional market
and that create either opportunities or threats for small and medium enterprises. This
absorptivity holds a special significance for service enterprises, ensuring a suitable
sales market, but also from a small industrial and trading enterprises point of view
it impacts the possibilities of increasing turnovers, optimizing logistics costs etc.
The level of communications and information infrastructure of a given region
affects its investment attractiveness, facilitating or hampering the supply organization, as well as deliveries of products to clients. Access to telecommunications infrastructure allows enterprises to raise their effectiveness, introducing IT systems that
support management and operational processes. Nowadays, it is difficult to imagine
quick and effective enterprises’ reactions to changes in environment without access
to the Internet and other communication and information technologies. That is why
a region’s saturation with such infrastructure raises its attractiveness and its ability
to lure potential investors and entrepreneurs.
Access to local and regional human, financial, natural and material resources is
equally important for enterprises, with human capital quality being especially significant.
It is dependent on a region’s population characteristics such as age structure, educational
level and potential employees’ professional qualifications. A higher education system
in a region and its specialization, access to training services and lifelong learning possibilities have a decisive influence on the quality of regional human resources. It also
impacts the mobility of human capital acquired by enterprises, as well as their demand
for employees with particular skills and qualifications being supplied.
Other regional conditions that are equally important include cultural values and
economic traditions of a particular region, investment climate which can encourage investment and development in the region and the possibility of cooperating
with other economic entities. Single enterprises can have a hard time holding their
10

More in: Przedsiębiorstwo, region, rozwój, redakcja naukowa M. Strużycki, Difin, Warszawa 2011.
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own among overwhelming competition against big, multinational companies. That
is why in regional arrangements cooperation deals between different enterprises,
institutions and research & development background can be struck. Cooperation
between enterprises also facilities innovation11. Enterprises, which had limited access
to know-how, thanks to contacts with other enterprises and research institutions
have a bigger potential, when it comes to creating innovative solutions. Cooperation
between enterprises allows them to achieve economies of scale, assists in knowledge,
innovation and technology transfer.
Summing up, a wide range of elements constitute the investment attractiveness
of a region. These include, among others:
• economic potential of a particular region, local community’s income structure,
market’s absorptivity, level of market competition;
• diversity of local business activity – possibility of finding market niches, interesting business partners with complementary goods or services;
• access to efficient and reliable transport and communications infrastructure;
• inhabitants’ quality of life – safety guarantee, access to appropriate healthcare
services, proper educational system;
• access to a qualified workforce of a particular educational profile (appropriate
vocational studies, graduates of universities);
• research & development background (scientific units, research institutes, units
introducing innovative technologies, universities);
• possibility of striking cooperation deals not only with business partners, but also
with research & development units, chambers of commerce and industry etc.
• access to services linked with business activity (e.g. tax and legal consultancy,
training services, financial services etc.)

3. Actions of local self-government units and
the development possibilities of small and medium
enterprises
The activity of local self-government units is vital in all aspects of raising a region’s
investment attractiveness. Those units can actively participate in creating beneficial
conditions by investing directly in infrastructure, education, healthcare and safetyrelated projects, as well as by supporting various economic undertakings, such as
11 Baumom W. J., The Microtheory of innovative Entrepreneurship, Princeton University Press, New
York 2010.
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starting a business with entrepreneurs, co-financing of entrepreneurial unions or
centres for technology and innovation transfer etc.
Actions of local self-government that support the development of enterprises
are usually concentrated on the following priorities:
• development of technical and information technology infrastructure, which
contribute to the growth of a region’s competitiveness;
• supporting investments – frequently by stimulating the creation and development
of small and medium enterprises or by enticing foreign capital;
• development of local human resources, which should benefit the region as a whole
• supporting business environment institutions by developing technology, supporting innovation and consultancy services in the region;
Investment attractiveness of a particular region is largely dependent on the
effectiveness of those actions.
An example of action, which can impact business activity in a region, is help
provided by local self-government units to enterprises. Knowing how to receive such
help can be a valuable asset for entrepreneurs and one that can be utilized to raise
their competitiveness level. Self-government aid can be, in principle, divided into two
sets of instruments: income- and expenditure-based. The former ones are indirect
and certain to positively affect the attractiveness of a given region. The latter are
a form of direct aid to enterprises, contributing to the creation of a proper business
environment and hence a climate, in which enterprises can thrive, invest and develop.
The aim of income-based instruments is to both stimulate the growth of economic activity and reduce the enterprises’ burden towards public sector. According
to currently applicable law, local self-government units in Poland can, within settled
limits, lower the maximum local tax rates, specified by the Ministry of Finance.
From a small and medium enterprises point of view, the most significant taxes that
can be lowered include real estate tax, vehicle tax and, in case of natural persons
taxed with a flat tax rate, business activity tax. Moreover, entrepreneurs can apply
for local taxes, which are local self-government’s direct income, to be spread into
installments, deferred or remitted.
Expenditure-based instruments, as the name may suggest, apply to expenditure
made by local self-government units, which directly or indirectly influence enterprises.
Those instruments frequently include beneficial solutions with regard to starting,
running and developing a business. Investments of self-government which raise
the attractiveness of a given region to potential investors can also be counted as
an indirect form of aid. Any investments made in local infrastructure result in the
quality of life and conditions for a business activity’s improvement, which benefits
enterprises functioning locally.
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4. B
 usiness environment institutions and their influence
on small and medium enterprises’ development
Varied business environment institutions, such as local and regional development agencies, business incubators, loan funds, guarantee funds, research and
development centres etc. strongly influence the functioning of small and medium
enterprises in regions. The business environment in a region is comprised of these
institutions12. Apart from them, the business environment can also include the
innovative environment and social climate.
Business environment institutions in Poland include the following groups:
• agencies, foundations and associations for regional and local development, centres
supporting entrepreneurship;
• financial institutions – regional banks, local and regional loan funds, guarantee
funds;
• self-government economic organizations – chambers of industry and commerce,
etc.;
• training and consulting centres, offering services for both beginner entrepreneurs and mature entities;
• other institutions, such as social organizations and commercial enterprises
offering services for business.
Innovative environment includes innovative centres, such as:
• business incubators, which take over the burden of initial outlays of a start-up;
• technology parks, where economic and scientific entities that support the development of high technology and knowledge-based enterprises can be located;
• research and development units and universities, which can create innovative
solutions in terms of technology, products and processes;
• innovation and technology transfer centres, the objective of which is to diffuse
and commercialize new technologies by, among others, creating databases of
research results and developing contacts between science and economy.
A common feature of these institutions is usually of a non-profit character (apart
from, obviously, commercial enterprises offering services for business), hence stimulating entrepreneurship’s development, supporting innovative enterprises activity,
helping in putting theory into practice and acquiring new technological solutions.
Enterprises can also, within the framework of cooperation with these institutions,
12 More in: Filipiak B.,, Ruszała J., „Instytucje otoczenia biznesu. Rozwój, wsparcie, instrumenty.”,
Difin, Warszawa 2009.
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receive legal help in starting and running a business, the possibility of benefiting
from common promotions and marketing campaigns. Assistance provided by business environment institutions is mostly directed at micro or small entities that enter
the market, verifying their activity on it. However, in many cases, these institutions
besides their statutory activities, offered free of charge to small entities, can provide
their services to bigger entities and charge them according to market conditions. This
is the reason why the higher the availability of business environment institutions
services is in a given region, the more attractive the region becomes.
The activity of local and regional loan and guarantee funds is especially important for small and medium enterprises. They also belong to business environment
institutions. Their goal is to financially support enterprises from the SME sector by
increasing the availability of external financing sources, alternative to those frequently
unavailable from the banking sector13. They are a part of the regional environment,
which has been gaining in importance for the past few years for several reasons. Firstly,
these funds concentrate on a wide range of small and micro enterprises. Secondly,
they have at their disposal an ever greater capital, making use of structural funds.
As business environment institutions, they benefit from many actions of operational
programmes. The activity of these institutions can also be aimed at aiding entrepreneurs indirectly by financially supporting loan and guarantee funds, which in turn
leads to the stimulation and strengthening of the connection network between these
entities and local enterprises. Thirdly, these funds enjoy increasingly higher levels of
trust from entrepreneurs, mainly because of their specialization in offering particular
help in the form of loans and guarantees or consultative and informational services.
Regional conditions, gaining in importance in knowledge-based economies,
include also the activity of universities, scientific and research institutions, which
may influence the availability of high technology for small and medium enterprises.
These institutions can serve as an intermediary in innovation transfer, matching
regional partners interested in innovation14. Their activity is indispensable in terms
of creating technology parks, business incubators or technology transfer centres,
which all are institutions that support the development of small enterprises and raise
their level of competitiveness and innovativeness. Basically, it can be inferred that
hitherto prevailing development sources, such as low labour costs or access to cheap
resources, are no longer sufficient for a modern day enterprise to develop. New sources
13 The economics of small business:an international perspective /edited by Giorgio Calcagnini, Ilario
Favaretto. Berlin; Heidelberg: Physica-Verlag, cop. 2011 s. 110.
14 Kuratko D. F., Morris M. H., Covin J. G., “Corporate Innovation & Entrepreneurship, International
Edition”, 3 rd Edition, Cengage Learning, Inc, 2011.
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of creating a competitive advantage, e.g. knowledge- or i nnovation-based, appear and
they also can guarantee effective development. In this context, it is knowledge and
technological progress that nowadays become a decisive factor, when it comes to the
competitiveness level of an enterprise or a region. This is why an effective use of those
external conditions in terms of introducing innovation in enterprises requires observing regional scientific and research institutions’ activities and cooperating with them.
The social climate in a region, as stated previously, is also a significant part of
the business environment. It reflects a local community’s behaviour patterns,
tradition of a given region, entrepreneurship culture, efficiency and experience
of local authorities in terms of stimulating entrepreneurship, strong social bonds
concentrated on improving the conditions of business activity and the activity and
solidarity of local communities supporting business activity. Many a time, it is the
social climate that entices investors to a region, being a decisive factor in raising its
investment attractiveness.

Summary
To sum up the considerations enclosed in this article, it is worth noting that
Polish small and medium enterprises should put an increasing emphasis on external
conditions, linked with functioning in a given environment. Environmental factors
can be divided into those to which enterprises should adjust and those on which
enterprises can have an influence. Macro conditions and a large part of regional
factors belong to the former group, while micro environmental factors and also
a part of regional factors make up the latter. Therefore, it stands to reason that
regional conditions have a specific character. An enterprise is dependent on them,
but can also influence some of them. Regional conditions also consist of factors,
whose proper combination can definitely contribute to an enterprise’s development.
It especially applies to resources acquired from the regional environment, including
human resources, capital, knowledge and information. Significant regional factors,
which can stimulate growth of small enterprises, are those that are an effect of local
self-government units’ activities, which can enhance the investment attractiveness of
a given region, as well as improve the local community’s life quality. These actions
can also be directly aimed at helping enterprises by certain tools of public aid. The
activity of business environment institutions is also of importance for a small enterprises development. Their goal is to support the development of entrepreneurship
in the region by providing informational, consultative, legal and financial services, as
well as by utilizing a diverse range of support instruments. However, the requirement
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for small enterprises to take full advantage of support instruments offered by local
self-government units and business environment institutions, is, on the one hand,
the ability to define by enterprises their developing needs that can be supported by
those instruments, while on the other, interest in and knowledge about these possibilities, which is not sufficient among Polish entrepreneurs.
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Talent Management as an innovative
approach to Human Resource Management

1. Introduction
The global environment in which business companies work, the development of
technology and information systems, the growing role of services in the knowledge
based global economy, and first of all significant demographic changes are the main
causes of the changes in the approach to human resource corporate management.
Besides the product, capital and property, it is also the staff that constitute the
most important asset forming a business company at present. The significance of
human resources is growing due to the dynamically changing global business environment which accelerates the demand growth for particularly skilful, experienced
and competent people referred to as talents1.
It is necessary to adjust the company to the changing environment through the
acquisition and retention of entrepreneurial, creative and high potential staff. In
the future they will determine the corporate growth and competitive advantage.
The interest of companies in human resource management and regarding human
resources as the most precious asset gave rise to the concept of talent management
in the USA in the 1980’s. The late 1990’s in the USA saw the war for talent, which was
connected with considerable interest of employers in staff of high potential2. It was
1

S. Borkowska (ed.), Zarządzanie talentami (Talent management), Instytut Pracy i Spraw Socjalnych, Warsaw 2005, p. 11.
2 T. Listwan, Zarządzanie Talentami – wyzwanie współczesnych organizacji (Talent Management
– challenge for modern organisations [in:] S. Borkowska (ed.), Zarządzanie talentami (Talent Management), Instytut Pracy i Spraw Socjalnych, Warsaw 2005, pp. 19–20.
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noticed that key talents would be the most essential source of competitive advantage
in the growing economy. ”In the new economy the competition is global, capital
nearly unlimited, ideas are born easily and at a low cost and people often change
jobs. In such an environment it is only the talent that counts, and it wins too3.” Such
an approach initiated crucial changes in the area of human resource management.
They may be described as innovative. Making decisions and actions in the personnel
field primarily focus on the recruitment and development of talented people. Hence
the need for talent management.
Talent management is becoming an extremely important challenge for modern
companies and it has turned into a global problem. In order to cope with the requirements of a competitive market, companies need to apply dynamic human resource
management strategies. It is not only essential that the staff’s skills should be at a high
level but in the first place they should be flexible, i.e. they should develop quickly
enough to keep pace with the changing environment. Companies need talented staff:
highly developed skills and a thorough profound knowledge.
This article is aimed at the presentation of the significance of corporate talent
management as an example of innovative approach to human resource management
based on the literature and the results of empirical research conducted in companies
in Poland in 2009–2012. The significance of innovative HRM is clear thanks to the
analysis of activities undertaken in the company and the tendencies of changes
in HRM. It has been assumed that the companies oriented to changes and HRM
innovations take into account talent management, and talents are treated as distinguishing skills, key competencies which have an essential impact on the development
and creating the competitive advantage of a given company.

2. A
 n innovative approach to human resource
management
Corporate management is closely connected with and dependent on human
resource management and changes in this area. In order to cope with the requirements of the market, companies have to aspire to maximise flexibility. This aspiration
consists in the concentration on diversity also with regard to competence and talents
and reflects the innovative human resource management. The corporate innovative
ability in this area to a large extent depends on the company’s human resources,
primarily on the level of knowledge and possessed qualifications, the ability to learn
3

Ch. Fishman, The War for Talent, “The McKinsey Quarterly”, 1998 no. 3, p. 6.
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and develop, on the motivation system but also on the state of the corporate assets
and ability to finance innovation. The changes in management lead to the creation
of a new model of the company of the future, where the key role will be played by
the improved methods of knowledge staff management 4.
The basic changes (innovations) in the area of human resource management
may be shown on the basis the developing concepts like:
• human capital management – the idea of this concept is the value added provided to the companies by the people working for them. The activities within the
area of the human capital management (HCM) leading to the improved quality,
qualifications and motivation of staff influence the results of the company and
increase its effectiveness5. HCM is aimed at the creation of value through effective creation and use of human capital in the process of raising the corporate
competitiveness6;
• competence management – the basis for the development of staff is the process
of identification of inadequate qualifications possessed by them in relation to the
needs in the position they are holding, and next the creation of a complementary
programme of training and professional improvement7;
• talent management – managing staff in such a way that they should have a sense
of permanent development of their competences and make the most of their
exceptional skills and possessed knowledge8. The centre of gravity is focused
on talents, i.e. exceptional skills and specific gifts which are strengthened in the
process of work and development;
• diversity management – all activities of the company aimed at the optimal use
of diversity in the work place. It consists in the appreciation of differences and
4 M. W. Grudzewski, Sustainability w biznesie, czyli przedsiębiorstwo przyszłości. Zmiany paradygmatów i koncepcji zarządzania (Sustainability in business or the company of the future. Changes in the
paradigms of management concepts), Poltext, Warszawa 2010, p. 18.
5 Ł. Sienkiewicz, Pomiar efektywności praktyk ZKL w perspektywie zrównoważonej karty wyników (Measurement of effectivenes of HCM practices from the perspective of balanced scorecard) [in:]
M. Juchnowicz (ed.), Najlepsze praktyki w zarządzaniu kapitałem ludzkim (Best practices in human
capital management), SGH, Warsaw 2011, pp. 37–38; A. Baron, M. Armstrong, Zarządzanie kapitałem
ludzkim (Human capital management), Wolters Kluwer Polska, Kraków 2008, p. 39.
6 A. Pocztowski, Zarządzanie zasobami ludzkimi. Strategie – procesy – metody (Human Resource
management. Strategies, processes, methods), PWE, Warsaw 2003, p. 43.
7 B. Mikuła, A. Pietruszka, A. Potocki (ed.), Podstawy zarządzania przedsiębiorstwami w gospodarce opartej na wiedzy (Foundations of corporate management in knowledge based economy), Wydawnictwo Difin, Warsaw 2007, pp. 181–183.
8 N. Sosińska, Magia rozwoju Talentów. Jak zdobyć, zatrudnić i zatrzymać właściwych ludzi w firmie (Talent development magic. How to acquire,hire and retain proper staff in the company), IFC Press,
Kraków 2007, pp. 15–16.
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perception of similarities of the personnel resources and in such a motivation
of the staff that the differences and similarities should generate a new quality
which gives rise to the competitive advantage of the company 9.
The changes in human resource management in the examined companies
in 2009–2012 focused primarily on human resource strategic management (58% of
indications), management through involvement (46.5%), human capital management
(44%) and competence management (42.5%) – Figure 110.
Figure 1. D
 irections of changes in human resource management in the examined
companies in 2009–2012 (% of indications)

Talent
Management
management; 12.5
through employee
Diversity
participation; 9
management; 26.5

No change in
human resource
management; 6

Knowledge
management; 26

Strategic human
resource
management; 58
Human capital
management
Competence
management; 42.5
Management
through
involvement; 46.5

Source: B. Bojewska, Zasoby ludzkie jako czynnik rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Human resources as a corporate growth
factor) [in:] Zasobowe uwarunkowania wzrostu i rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Resource determinants of corporate
growth), A. Skowronek-Mielczarek (ed.), Difin, Warsaw 2013, pending publication.

Presently, the perception of the role and significance of the corporate personnel
function is changing. A long term strategy is gaining importance. Strategic human
resource management includes all these issues and problems of human resource
management which have an essential impact on the implementation of objectives
and tasks included in the strategic corporate plan and is becoming an increasingly
important factor in the process of gaining and retention of competitive advantage,

9 E. Lisowska, Różnorodność ze względu na płeć w miejscu pracy (Diversity with regard to gender
in the work place), „Kobieta i Biznes” (Woman and Business) 2009, no. 1–4.
10 B. Bojewska, Zasoby ludzkie jako czynnik rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Human resources as a corporate growth factor) [in:] Zasobowe uwarunkowania wzrostu i rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Resource determinants of corporate growth), A. Skowronek-Mielczarek (ed.), Difin, Warsaw 2013, pending publication.
The empirical research included 200 companies within the group of small and medium sized business
entities in Poland in 2009–2012.
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which results directly from the rise in the importance of knowledge as a source of
corporate competitiveness.
The fewest indications referred to management through staff participation
(9% of indications). There were some companies among those examined that did
not introduce any changes in human resource management (6%). It concerns more
companies in the phase of maturity (7.7%) than those in the phase of growth (3.6%).
The developing HRM concepts require an adjustment to the specificity, and
in particular, the phase of the company growth. The corporate growth should be
accompanied by the development of HRM concepts and respective changes in the
area should be made.
Micro or small start-ups most frequently cannot afford the human resource
management which is only possible in a mature company with substantial resources,
a high development potential but at the same time also bigger formal requirements.
In start-ups the strategic approach to HRM is primarily intuitive. Due to the
small scale and no staff able to create the strategy, the owner becomes the manager
and chief corporate strategist11.
The development of start-ups is accompanied by their growth and new challenges
related to it. Knowledge becomes dispersed, which is connected with challenges to the
communication and information system. It is necessary to delegate authority to lower
and lower levels. It is an indispensable condition of operation of a well-developed
company. At the same time, the development potential of a company is growing:
new financial possibilities, cumulated knowledge, skills, relations with customers,
image or level of material resources. The growing development potential of companies
means better strategic abilities, possibility of introducing innovation in all functional
corporate areas including the innovative approach to human resource management.
When companies become mature, their strategic planning is formalised, which
leads to the lack of employee involvement in the process of formulating strategy
and hinders their identification with the implemented undertakings. The growing
formalisation of strategic planning seems to be contradictory to the modern management concepts oriented to flexibility, creativity or innovativeness, i.e. changes12.
The companies, examined with regard to the growth phases, to a larger extent
made their human resource management strategic in the growth phase (63.9% of
indications) than in the phase of maturity (53.8%). The fewest indications within
this criterion referred to the introduction of talent management, only 8.4% of indica11 R. Krupski (ed.), Zarządzanie przedsiębiorstwem w turbulentnym otoczeniu (Corporate management in a turbulent environment), PWE, Warsaw 2005, p. 65.
12 K. Obłój, Tworzywo skutecznych strategii (Effective strategy material), PWE, Warsaw 2002.
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tions. The examined companies in the phase of growth indicated as important the
changes in the direction of human capital management (54.2%) and competence
management (47%), and in the phase of maturity management through involvement
(53%). The companies showed the lowest interest in changes in management through
staff participation (7.7% of indications).
The combination of development strategy implementation with the application
of staff knowledge, their ingenuity (inventive ideas), stimulation of creativity, team
work, comprehensive communication, acquisition to new solutions, staff participation or leadership are essential aspects of modern strategic management (in the
phase of growth the company is flexible and strategic management evolving, team
oriented and inventive; in the phase of maturity the company is ossified, less flexible and strategic planning is formal, autocratic and conservative). The condition of
corporate success is the continuity of work over strategy, employee involvement when
creating and implementing the strategy, the introduction of changes and inclination
to develop innovative solutions.
In conclusion, strategic human resource management, management through
involvement and human capital management are the most frequently indicated
tendencies within the HRM in the examined companies. It reflects the strategic
thinking with regard to the decision making and activities within the personnel
area. Strategic thinking and the significance of employee involvement (their motivation) and competence is crucial in the development of human resources with regard
to the implementation of long term goals as well as aspirations to grow and gain
a competitive advantage for the company.
Talent management and management through employee participation, completely
underestimated by the respondents and most rarely indicated, should be those of
the management concepts which support these challenges.
The benefits from these concepts for the company cannot be overestimated.
The benefits from talent management refer primarily to the orientation of activities
to the creation and effective use of human resources potential and careful selection
and development of personnel as well as an individual approach to every employee.
However, the greatest benefit from management through employee participation
for the company, staff and managers are: bigger involvement of employees, opportunity for self-realisation, opportunity to exert impact on the company, comprehensive
motivation through the integration of individual, team and corporate goals, development of the confidence based corporate culture and the opportunity to generate
numerous ideas. Management through employee participation is closely connected
with the integration and motivation of staff, their development and primarily the
involvement which constitute essential talents in a modern company.
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3. Change assessment in human resources management
The main goal of every company is a desire to develop. This goal may be achieved
by the activities in the area of human resources management with a particular focus
on the strategic aspects (strategic human resource management). The assessment of
the introduced changes in the context of corporate development may be made while
analysing the effects of these changes.
The research results point to the rise in significance of perception of the employee
as capital rather than cost (60.1% of indications), the rise in employee competence
(55.3%) and the rise in the significance of team work (46.8%)13. The respondents
indicated the least importance and connection with the strategic human resource
management in relation to staff dismissals in the examined period (8.5%) and staff
participation in the HRM decision making within (2.7%) – Figure 2.
Figure 2. Effects of changes in human resource management in the examined
companies in 2009–2012 (% of indications)
Rise in significance
of competence 55.3
Dismissals 8.5

Staff impact on HRM
decisions 2.7

Employee as capital
not cost 60.1
Labour cost
reduction 41.5
Flexible forms of
Rise in significance employment 30.3
of non-material
Rise in significance
remuneration 24.5
of team work 46.8

Rise in significance
of talents 9.6

Source: see Figure 1.

It also refers to the growth phase of the examined companies. It is worth underlining that in the companies in the phase of growth, the rise in the significance of
team work and talents is more conspicuous than in the companies in the phase of
13

B. Bojewska, Zasoby ludzkie jako czynnik rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Human resources as a corporate growth factor) [in:] Zasobowe uwarunkowania wzrostu i rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Resource determinants of corporate growth), A. Skowronek-Mielczarek (ed.), Difin, Warsaw 2013, pending publication.
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maturity. The phase of growth connected with the introduction of innovation requires,
to a greater extent than the phase of maturity, cooperation, involvement and skills
allowing for the achievement of the success on the market. Apparently, entering the
phase of maturity should not lead to a considerable limitation of or resignation from
the development of the quality of human resources, as it may expose the company
to the loss of considerable potential. This loss may be impossible to compensate for.
Employees treated as capital not cost, the rise in competence and the rise in the
significance of team work are the effects of changes in human resource management
most frequently indicated by the respondents. They are positive effects of changes
which may be perceived as innovations in the area of human resource management.
The innovative approach to HRM is reflected in the directions of HRM changes,
which treat human resource as the most precious capital of the company. It refers
primarily to talent management even if this concept is underestimated in the surveyed companies, which results in only a slight rise in the significance of talents
in these companies.

4. The significance of talent in the company
In order to cope with the requirements of a competitive market, companies have
to apply dynamic human resources management strategies. It is not enough that the
staff skills should be at a high level but first of all they should be flexible to be able
to develop at the pace as the environment. Companies need talented people, highly
developed skills and a thorough, profound knowledge. Every employee possessing a key
competence in a given company should be treated as a talent. This strategy in relation to talents results from the decisions which concern employing in the company
the people who best meet the requirements connected with the occupied position.
Employees may be called talented if they possess skills indispensable for the
company at a level defined by it. Furthermore, in different areas of activity of the
same company and in different positions the required level of necessary skills may
considerably differ14.
The research results indicate that the respondents are aware of the significance
of talents for the growth of the company15. They pointed to the involvement in work
14

S. Chełpa, Samorealizacja talentów – możliwości i ograniczenia interpersonalne (Self-realisation of
talents – interpersonal opportunities and limitations), [in:] S. Borkowska (ed.), Zarządzanie talentami
(Talent management), Instytut Pracy i Spraw Socjalnych, Warsaw 2005, p. 31.
15 The respondents in the conducted empirical research were primarily high level managers in the
examined companies.
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as the most important talent (79% of indications) – Figure 316. It was followed by
the application of knowledge (43% of indications), specialist skills (41%) and openness to changes (38.5%). The lowest significance was attributed to the openness
to results (17%) and creativity (20.5%). And there is a question to be asked: should
the involvement in work not reflect the interest in results and creativity? It seems
that involvement in work is identified by the examined entrepreneurs only with the
completion of tasks ascribed to a given position and not with a definite result or
being active or innovative.
Figure 3. T
 he most important talents for the development and growth of
the examined companies in 2009–2012 (% of indications)
Increased
intellectual potential
28
Specialist skills 41
Creativity 20.5
Openness to people
26.5
Application of
knowledge 43

None of these
talents 0.5

Openness to results
17

Involvement in work
79

Openness to change
38.5

Source: B. Bojewska, Zasoby ludzkie jako czynnik rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Human resources as a corporate growth
factor) [in:] Zasobowe uwarunkowania wzrostu i rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Resource determinants of corporate
growth), A. Skowronek-Mielczarek (ed.), Difin, Warsaw 2013, pending publication.

In the phase of corporate growth, involvement in work is the most important
(73.5% of indications); however, to smaller extent than in the phase of maturity
(82.9%). It also refers to creativity and openness to results, which are given much
more significance in the phase of maturity than in the phase of growth.
Apparently, the surveyed companies are able to point to numerous talents which
determine their success; although these companies indicated the significance of tal16

B. Bojewska, Zasoby ludzkie jako czynnik rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Human resources as a corporate growth factor) [in:] Zasobowe uwarunkowania wzrostu i rozwoju przedsiębiorstw (Resource determinants of corporate growth), A. Skowronek-Mielczarek (ed.), Difin, Warsaw 2013, pending publication.
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ents as not very essential, see Figure 2. Involvement in work is regarded as the most
important. Besides, entrepreneurs regard as important: specialist skills, application
of knowledge and openness to changes.
The selection of these talents as the most important abilities and skills of the
personnel from the point of view of the implementation of corporate goals and
strategies indicate the necessity of adjustment of companies to the changes in the
environment, their flexibility and employee involvement management and knowledge
management as concepts supporting primarily the development of the company and
closely connected with HRM.
It should be noted, however, that every company should create its own matrix of
talents (key competence profile) which have an essential impact on the company’s
success. Every company should conduct a rational talent management policy, i.e.
employing talented staff (able to cooperate and share knowledge) and allowing for
development. It also refers to companies of a regional scope of activity, for which the
involvement in work, openness to changes and application of knowledge determines
growth more than employees’ increased intellectual potential, as indicated by the
respondents. Individual merits of staff are a precious asset leading to the corporate
growth. It is particularly important in large companies, which is reflected in the
most frequently indicated talents like involvement in work (74.5% of indications),
openness to people (41.2%), specialist skills (41.2%) and results presumably from the
main talent management goals in these kind of companies, i.e. the identification of
leaders of the future able to implement changes and the supervision of improvement
and popularisation of the key skills indispensable for corporate growth.
In conclusion, the surveyed companies indicate numerous talents which determine success and development of the company. Involvement in work is indicated as
the most important. Creativity and openness to results are underestimated talents.
Creativity is an important element of innovation. Without creativity and openness
to results innovation is not possible, there are no grounds to initiate changes and
develop a new product or technology. The primary goal of human resource management should be the support for the strategic decisions concerning the development
of the key competence areas having an impact on the corporate success as well as
the acquisition of staff with outstanding skills essential for the corporate growth
and gaining a competitive advantage. The concept of an innovative company refers
to talents and talent management based companies. On the basis of the presented
results of empirical research, it can be stated that the examined companies do
not belong to innovative companies despite the fact that the managerial staff are
aware of the significance of talents, there is no talent management in the companies.
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5. Talent management as an innovative approach
Talent management consists in human resource management in such a way that
the staff should have a sense of continuous development of their competence and
make the most of their outstanding skills and possessed knowledge17.
Ch. O’Reilly and J. Pfeffer underline that a system should be created to combine the interests of employees, managers and owners and to ensure benefit to all
these groups18. The conducted research proves that the approach based on people
is profitable and gives value to all the stakeholders. The research conducted in different vocational groups revealed that the change of the index of human resource
management innovative practices by one standard deviation causes the rise in the
market value of the company of between $ 20,000–40,000 dollars per one employee19.
It points to great possibilities and prospects of achieving measurable market effects
thanks to efficient corporate talent management.
Talent management is perceived as:
• the process aimed at attracting, developing and retaining the most valuable
people and creating the conditions in which the talented staff may develop their
potential and use it to achieve the corporate goals20;
• activities in relation to remarkably gifted people undertaken to develop them
in order to achieve the corporate goals21;
• a set of instruments used in the process of employment and retention of the
best employees, i.e. adequate information systems, the most effective channels

17

N. Sosińska, Magia rozwoju Talentów. Jak zdobyć, zatrudnić i zatrzymać właściwych ludzi w firmie (Talent development magic. How to acquire, hire and retain proper staff in the company), IFC Press,
Kraków 2007, pp. 15–16.
18 C. A. O’Reilly, J. Pfeffer, Lepsze zarządzanie kadrami. Jak stworzyć organizację, która uwalnia
ludzki potencjał (Better staff management. How to create an organisation which releases human potential?), Wydawnictwo Helion, Gliwice 2006, p. 32.
19 B. E. Becker, M. A. Huselid, High Performance Work Systems and Firm Performance: A Synthesis of
Research and Managerial Implications, “Research in Personnel and Human Resources Management”
1998, no. 16, pp. 53–101.
20 D. Klimkiewicz, W poszukiwaniu talentów. Jak zdobyć najbardziej wartościowych pracowników
(In search of talents. How to get the most valuable people?), „Personel i Zarządzanie (Personnel and
management)” 2007, no. 5, p. 38.
21 T. Listwan, Zarządzanie talentami – wyzwanie współczesnych organizacji (Talent management.
Challenge for modern companies), www.wiedzainfo.pl, Wrocław 2007.
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of acquisition of people and skilful planning of demand for employees with
outstanding skills to be used in the company22.
Talent management should have a strategic character, it should support the
attainment of corporate goals and it should be correlated with other strategies within
corporate management including employees of different levels in the process.
The innovative character of the concept of talent management is also reflected
in the formulated goals and in individual stages of the process, which are a subject
of the following discussion.
The most essential aims of talent management from the perspective of management boards and also the shareholders are: the rise in the market value, making higher
profit, increasing competitive advantage on the market, reaching new untapped areas,
raising corporate innovativeness or coping with the requirements of a dynamically
developing global demand as well as individual local markets.
The assumptions considered by companies when implementing the idea of talent management are23:
• a desire to create the resource of highly qualified staff who may get involved
in the key projects,
• creation of a reserve base for the future managerial staff,
• creation of loyalty, devotion to the company and enhancement of motivation
among staff,
• reduction in the cost of recruitment through internal promotions of people
included in the talent development programme,
• increasing the employees’ desire to study,
• creation of internal networking causing better exchange of information between
the selected company units.
Such an approach to talent management is confined exclusively to the areas
concerning internal processes in the company and its employees. It is also supported
by the analysis of talent management goals in the selected companies.
For example, the British Telecom Global Services regards the following factors
as the most important goals of talent management24:
22 P. Mazzuca, Is Strategic Talent Management the key to a seat in the Boardroom for Human Resource
Leaders, http://www.hamiltondavenport.com/, Warsaw 2007.
23 K. Głowacka-Stewart, Zarządzanie Talentami: Wyzwania, trendy, przykłady rozwiązań (Talent
Management: Challenges, trends, examples of solutions), The Conference Board Europe, Warsaw 2006,
p. 12.
24 H. Guryn, Matryca talentów. Identyfikacja i rozwój pracowników o najwyższym potencjale w British Telecom – studium przypadku (Identification and development of personel of highest potential in the
British telecom. Case study), „Personel i Zarządzanie” 2007, no. 8, p. 23.
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identification of the leaders of the future able to implement changes within the
international matrix organisation,
• creation and development of international groups of the most talented staff,
• the supervision of improvement and popularisation of the key skills indispensable for corporate growth,
• creation of a coherent corporate culture.
The ING Group defines the talent management goals as25:
• development of the managers’ attitudes in such a way that they should support
their subordinates with a particular focus on the persons meeting the ING criteria,
• attracting, developing and retaining the most valuable people in the corporate
structures to ensure staffing the key positions with competent people,
• reinforcing the conviction that individual merits of staff are a precious asset
which leads to the corporate growth and better results,
• encouraging all staff to aspire to the talent pool,
• preparation of staff to hold the key corporate positions.
In conclusion, the goals companies want to reach when introducing different
activities in the area of talent management refer primarily to hiring people most
appropriate for the company, creation of the staff of the future to assume the key
corporate positions, motivating and attaching people to the company, effective use
of outlays for the development of indispensable competences, reduction in spending
on external recruitment, unification of the personnel policy and in the first place
the rise in corporate effectiveness and the achievement of competitive advantage.

6. The idea of effective talent management
The literature indicates the following key areas of effective talent management26:
talent attraction – continuous chase for them should be one of the most important
points of corporate strategy. A number of companies cannot effectively select
talented people, which is a key stage in talent management. It turns out, at the
same time, that for talents money is not the most important motivational factor. It is more essential for them to have a sense of being an element of a given
company as well as knowledge development and clear prospects for further

•

25

K. Maślanka, T. Skudlik, ING inwestuje w talentyING invests in talents, [in:] S. Borkowska
(ed.), Zarządzanie talentami (Talent management), Instytut Pracy i Spraw Socjalnych, Warsaw 2005,
pp. 171–172.
26 J. A. Cannon, R. McGee, Zarządzanie talentami i planowanie ścieżek karier (Talent management
and career path planning), Wolters Kluwer Polska Sp. z o.o., Warsaw 2012, pp. 81–84.
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development. That is why the talent attraction procedures are the basis of the
system of talent management;
• talent identification – is equally important as talent attraction. Its activities
include a number of specific procedures aimed at the discovery of the best staff
employed on the one hand and the best candidates applying for the job in the
company on the other;
• talent identification – usually conducted through special managerial positions.
The managers’ task is to attract the best people, place them in suitable positions,
use to complete interesting projects and tasks and retain them in the company
as long as possible. The role of the manager dealing with the policy of talent
development consists in the organisation of such a motivational and work system
that the employed staff do not feel discriminated in any way. It is important that
the managers’ focus on talented staff should not cause demotivation among the
remaining staff, lower involvement and hindered development and disclosing
new talents among the old staff;
• talent retention – it is often all the same for talented people who they work for.
They are fully aware of their value and it is very easy for them to change jobs due
to the activities conducted by other companies which want to acquire the most
valuable people from the market. These are the reasons for which the system of
talent management should be improved in order to create partnership relations
among all the employees and the climate which can have a positive impact on
the retention of the key corporate staff.
The scope of corporate activities undertaken in order to acquire, develop and
retain talented staff is also presented in three key stages27:
• entry stage,
• transition stage,
• exit stage.
The entry stage, i.e. the acquisition of talents is a resultant of many factors like
the brand and image of the company on the market of potential staff. A prestigious
company which pays attention to personnel marketing attracts a great number of
candidates with the key corporate competences. There are valuable programmes of
traineeships and scholarships for the best students as they allow for an early identification of potential candidates for the job. Simultaneously, it advisable to make
use of popular activities like advertisements in the press or Internet, on company
27

T. Listwan, Zarządzanie Talentami – wyzwanie współczesnych organizacji (Talent management
– challenge for modern companies) [in:] S. Borkowska (ed.), Zarządzanie talentami (Talent management), Instytut Pracy i Spraw Socjalnych, Warszawa 2005, pp. 21–26.
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websites or outsourced services. The identification of talents among the employees
is an equally important, or even more important source of recruitment as such
individuals are often unnoticed in the process of employment. In a situation when
candidates have similar qualifications, the priority should be given to those inside
the company, which contributes to the rise in motivation and reduction in the time
needed to adapt to the new conditions. The issue of overriding importance in this
phase is a solid appraisal of the candidates by means of instruments verifying the
intellectual and personality potential followed by the selection based on it28.
The transition stage is the one at which talented employees, according to previously assumed goals, undergo activities including training, rotation in different
departments of the company and promotion, stimulation to development and being
active as well as appraisal. It leads to the development of talent and preparation for
the completion of tasks and holding positions of a wider scope of responsibility. It
is a process including the broadening of knowledge and skills, and also the development of leadership competences. Another key issue is the skill of decision making,
which may be learned at different kind of trainings, decision games or case studies.
The training function from both an individual and collective perspective should be
rationally combined with the general strategy of the company and regularly assessed.
With regard to the areas of rotation and promotion, it is worth stating that the former
should not be connected with the loss of authority or responsibility, while the latter
should mean the change of status for the higher one. The promotion policy should
be consistent with other elements of the personnel function: promotion principles
should be clearly defined and promotion prospects realistic, the bonus system
adequately adjusted to differed levels and promotion decisions publicly announced.
Development stimulation and motivating employees should also be pointed to, also
through the right levels of remuneration. The process should be concluded with the
employee’s appraisal which is made usually on an annual basis and includes well
balanced criteria like behaviours, results and employee’s features in well-balanced
proportions. All the aforementioned activities should be oriented to the integration
of staff teams because without it the level of effectiveness may decline29.
The exit stage is a natural process and its low level is desired by both employees
and employers. Interestingly, the staff turnover is dynamic, especially those with
the highest qualifications, which is a serious problem for many companies. Talented
staff make a decision to leave for several reasons, for example no prospects for promotion and development or dissatisfaction with superiors or the company itself.
28
29

Ibid., pp. 21–22.
Ibid., pp. 22–25.
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Then, it is necessary to undertake action aimed at the retention of talents in the
company through the analysis and elimination of reasons for leaving. The parting
atmosphere should be positive so that the information about the causes of leaving
could be acquired. It is essential to express the respect for the achievements and
underline the importance for the company; it is possible that the leaving staff may
be interested in coming back to the company in the future30.
In conclusion, the talent management process focuses on staffing key positions
(acquisition), preparation of people for tasks (implementation), encouraging with
well-planned methods to constantly broaden knowledge and skills (development)
and stopping staff from leaving (retention). The main areas concerning the high
potential staff management model should include implementation and development.
Implementation means work with talented staff aimed at the identification of
deeply rooted skills, knowledge and interests, finding the most suitable position
in the company and creating the conditions helping them to do the job. This process
means that an employee should be a good match for position or project. However, the
work is not confined to the selection of talents. Companies should constantly focus
on their key talent and ensure the development of skills and interests in compliance
with the strategic corporate goals31.
Development is the most important role in the process of high potential staff
management. There should be some permanent activities in the process of staff
management in the process of work conducted by mentors, business trainers and
collaborators. It is indispensable to teach staff how to mobilise to continuous study
and to learn quickly from other team members. A model of learning from others
should be created as the staff acquire knowledge most effectively in this way.

7. Conclusion
The place and role of human resources in the company is determined by the
approach referred to as human resource management and changing trends in this area.
The need for changes in the human management results from the need for
changes in the personnel function area caused by changes in the business environment reflected in primarily intensified and going global competition, increasing
30
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expectations of customers with regard to quality as well as prices of products and
services, faster and faster innovation development, the growing level of education of
society and systems of value connected with it. The changes in the layout of corporate
competitiveness factors are becoming more conspicuous, with more significance on
the part of employees’ competences. Their knowledge, skills, gifts, motivation and
values have begun to be treated as a factor which distinguishes weak companies from
strong ones. There has been a clear turn from the perception of people working for
the company primarily as a source of costs to treating them as owners of a specific
asset having a big value for the company.
Key talents are the most significant source of competitive advantage in a developing economy. Hence, the need for talent management through the implementation
of strategy allowing for the acquisition of the most valuable people for the company,
retaining them in the company and motivating them to complete the assumed plans
and to pursue the development necessary for themselves and for the company itself.
Taking into account particularly strong demographic changes and the dynamic
development of knowledge based economy and specific employees’ skills, it may be
stated that talent management will be more significant becoming an important tool
attracting employees with competences desired by the company. That is why, the
implementation of this concept within corporate management, bearing in mind that
there will be a growing impact of talents on the corporate growth on a competitive
market, is a real challenge for Polish companies.
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Customer Value Creation.
Theory and Practice.

Review of the book edited by Barbara Dobiegała-Korona
and Piotr Masiukiewicz
Warsaw School of Economics Press, Warsaw 2012

The aim of every enterprise is to create for its customers superior value than
do its competitors. However, it is not easy for managers and therefore still remains
a challenging task in business. Customer value creation came to be the basic objective
that firms must strive for. The creation of customer value has been recognized as the
fundamental basis for all marketing activity. It is the firm’s ability to offer a greater
relative value, related to a product’s price and quality, than other competitive firms.
What is more, it should be considered as a global approach to consumption, market
segmentation and customers that influence both managerial decisions and behavioural
responses from the market. It has been suggested as the leading key to success via
differential positioning and a precursor to customer satisfaction and long-term loyalty.
Today, managing customer value requires not only the sales strategies and process
management, but also innovation management, knowledge management, projects
management, flexibility of operation and confidence. Inextricably, it is connected
with using the most efficient value creation strategies, illustrating a company’s brand
and its better positioning, quickly identifying opportunities for new value creation
propositions, and suggesting enhancements to the value propositions of existing
products. Despite having known this, customer value creation, as a dynamic, central
marketing concept, is still underrated in many organisations.
Taking into consideration the scientific and managerial importance of customer
value creation the reviewed book, edited by professor Barbara Dobiegała-Korona and
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professor Piotr Masiukiewicz, ideally becomes an inherent part of existing world
research on building up customer value. The book is a result of empirical surveys
related to global and Polish literature studies, conducted within the community
centred at the Warsaw School of Economics, Division of Customer Value. Authors
present their own analyses of the customer value management, both in theoretical
and practical terms, as a result of research conducted by them for several years. The
unique authors’ observations and proposals, related to building up customer value,
are interesting from a scientific and practical point of view.
The authors have taken up numerous themes starting from the development of
customer value theory vs. new problems (first part of the book) to the specific nature
of customer value management in selected sectors (second part of the book). The
reviewed book consists of ten chapters characterized by topicality, originality and
uniqueness. Each of the chapters enables the readers to find different approaches
to basic matters and varying styles individually adopted by authors.
The first five chapters are related to the theoretical considerations connected with
lines of developing scholarly studies and theories of business value in the context of
building up the customer equity, research on effectiveness of managing customer
value, shaping a customer value strategy and the use of social marketing as well as
issues of trust in customer relations.
Professor Barbara Dobiegała-Korona, in the first chapter entitled Development
concept of customer value management, analyses the present trends in developing
concepts of managing customer equity and their practical adaptation to needs of
creating company value. The author makes reference to four main questions. Firstly,
defining markets and understanding value to customer in assessing business market
opportunities. Secondly, transporting into practical actions of companies the new
role of marketing as well as shaping and using new marketing tools. Thirdly, joint
working of enterprise personnel across functional lines in a comprehensive process
of identifying, creating, communicating and delivering values to customers and
in subordinating company actions to customer value management. Fourthly, issues of
making effective use of customer intelligence for needs of strategy leading to increased
customer value. Professor Dobiegała-Korona indicates increasing awareness that the
value of the customer exerts a significant impact on achieving the prime objective
of contemporary enterprises including value to shareholders, employees, consumers, local, communities and other stakeholders. According to previous international
studies in this field it is proved that companies applying customer value management achieve higher value compared with those which do not practice this. What
is more, professor Dobiegała-Korona highlights that customer value management is
not a set-apart area of business operation, but forms the grounds of contemporary
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marketing management, and also serves an integrating role in strategic management
of the entire enterprise, relying on the latest management of the entire enterprise and
relying on the latest management strategies. That being so, according to professor
Dobiegała-Korona, there is increasing awareness and role of managing values for
the customer as the basis for creating customer value and competitive advantage of
enterprises. Firms increasingly extend the traditional values of narrowly concentrating on product, price, place & promotion, people and public relations (4P or 6P) and
compete with new values like positioning (7P), customer experience, trust, education etc. in order to stand out from others on the market. Hence, customer value
for an enterprise is not only the best synthetic measure of investment effectiveness
on marketing efforts, but also of effectiveness of all business decisions, regarding
strategic, operational market segments, and individual customers. What is more,
the author underlines that implementing the concept of managing customer value
requires setting up new 3D organisational structures:
• Creating a strong board focus on marketing orientation of the entire enterprise;
• Necessary setting up of departments devoted to customers of a given segment
in place of product-devoted departments;
• Integrating efforts of all personnel into a process of creating value for customers.
The second chapter, entitled Selection of customer value management strategy,
written by Alicja Krzepicka, complements the basic theory presented at the beginning
of this book. The author presents different options regarding possible choices and
application of customer value management strategies, which currently represents
not just the essence of sophisticated marketing management, but relates to managing
the entire business. According to the author, in order to create own value, a business must have the capability of generating value for its customers. Alicja Krzepicka
underlines that customer value originates from benefits understood as income from
transaction with the customer and intangible benefits delivered by the customer.
According to the author, customer value is the sum of four components: value of
core business, value of added sale, value of information obtained from the customer
and value of reference. Hence, rightly understanding the life value of each customer
value will allow a company to maximize its own value by maximizing the number,
scope and duration of relations with the customer creating value. Furthermore, having an appropriate marketing strategy allows companies not only to increase their
value and attain success but also to take a more comprehensive view of the value
functions which they offer to customers and try to meet their needs in the most
profitable way, minimizing the time and effort spent by customers on seeking out,
ordering and receiving delivery of a wide range of products. All the above permits
companies to reach the set target.
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The next chapter is entitled Studying effectiveness of marketing efforts aimed
at raising customer value on the B2B market. The author, Ryszard Kłeczek, tries
to answer the following research question: how to study the effectiveness of marketing efforts aimed at rising value on the B2B market and to formulate methodological guidelines for researchers wishing to extend their knowledge about managing
customer value on the B2B market. The main merit of this chapter is the analysis
based on proposals of concepts and empirical studies – relating to the question at
hand. However, there are also four hard results of the author’s research. Firstly, the
author makes the reconstruction of customer live-time-value (called CLTV) understand as the sum of future expected discounted profits resulting from long-term
customer relations. This value of customer portfolio is depended both on returns on
expenditures to acquire customers and returns on expenditures to retain customers. That is why the impact of perceptions on customers’ behaviour is the basis for
allocating company resources and actions due to obtain the highest return over the
long term. Secondly, the author makes the description of purchase decision by B2B
customer from the net present value perspective. It is underlined by the author, that
there are seven factors of increasing the value of a business, but the decisions which
may influence them are infinite in number. The author points out that the eighth
way of increasing value is having the owner launch a second successive project.
According to the purchases decision on the B2B market it is worth mentioning that
the final aim for the company is to have a purchaser see the expense on the more
expensive offer not as a cost, or as an investment, which should be made as soon
as possible. Thirdly, the author makes the construction of a B2B offer description
(for a modular pump) using value drivers for customers. The aim of the authors’
description is to answer the question how the offer technical parameters impact on
non-financial value drivers in a defined number of financial units for the customer.
Finally, the last hard result of this chapter is the presentation of the authors’ model
for studying the effectiveness of marketing efforts aimed at raising customer value
on the B2B market. There is no doubt, that this chapter contributes to the expansion
of our knowledge about the customer life-time-value.
Katarzyna Mazurek-Łopacińska and Magdalena Sobocińska are authors of the
fourth chapter entitled Social marketing in creation value for the customer. According
to the authors, effectiveness of contemporary social marketing is based on masking
the skilful use of the natural social interaction mechanism revealed in virtual space
and the strength of customers’ recommendations. Hence, they present the specific
functioning nature of web communities and premises of their development, and also
the phases of social media development. They pay particular attention to the principles
of carrying out marketing actions rooted in social networking and the kinds of values
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which business can offer to web communities. Depending on the categories of the
social networking sites users (“experienced”, “liaisons”, “self-promoters”, “seekers”,
“starters” and “viewers”) web communities have their own identity and are capable
of shaping values, sharing them and profiting from them. The authors emphasise
that the development of social networking sites is connected with increasing the
opportunities for consumer participation in shaping new generations of products
reflecting their aspirations. Hence effective marketing strategy based on social media
allows for modifications of current products and provides inspiration for creating
new products. As a result the application of the Internet in marketing efforts allows
for the involvement of customers in the process of value exchange to a higher degree
than the case of traditional business models.
The next, the fifth chapter, written by Henryk Mruk is entitled Trust as an element of value in relations with partners. The author highlights that trust building
differs for the business market (B2B) and individual consumers market (B2C). On
the B2B market stronger relations develop between employees of companies, based
largely on reciprocal trust. However on the B2C market more important is the trust
in a brand, in the product then in individual employees. Relationships between
personnel and customers depend on the power of trust that influence creating value
for the customer. Therefore lack of trust leads to increasing the cost of enterprise
functioning and declining productivity. Hence, according to the author, in building up values and relations based on trust, there is a high significance of a system
of values of employees, their morale, habits, customs and convictions. The authors
deliberations on this subject emphasize the need for further research in this area.
The others five chapters, situated in the second part, are devoted to experiences
and issues in managing customer value within enterprises active in Poland and
in selected economic sectors, that is in the area of financial institutions, ecology
and management companies in a crisis environment.
Chapter six, entitled Customer value creation in enterprises in Poland, shows
the results of study carried out in 2009 as a part of the statutory research in the
Division of Customer Value in the Collegium of Business Administration, Warsaw
School of Economics. The project manager of this survey, as well as the author of
this chapter, prof. Barbara Dobiegała-Korona, presents how Polish enterprises are
advanced in applying the customer value management concept, with particular
focus on strategies and sources of customer value creation.
In chapter seven, entitled Specifics of customer value models in financial institutions,
Piotr Masiukiewicz and Ewa Wierzbicka underline that former models for calculating
customer value need to be modified in relation to financial institutions, as there are
specific differences regarding customer valuation in the finance sector. Therefore,
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the authors analyse the specific factors reflecting on customer valuation in banking, insurance and leasing enterprises and the resultant modifications of traditional
customer value models. According to the authors, considering the specific nature
of described financial institutions, a compete and fair calculation of their customer
value requires adaptations to the customer value pricing models designed primarily
for manufacturing businesses. What is more, the value of financial institutions is
made up not so much of the fixed assets, IT equipment and innovations, but mainly
of the value provided by personnel and customers even in crises circumstances.
Eco-innovation, as the basis for creating value customer, is the subject of chapter
eight written by Maja Szymura-Tyc and Marcin Bałon. The authors define the notion
of eco-innovation in the context of sustainable development, corporate social responsibility and sustainable enterprise concepts. In addition they also show the impact
of the eco-innovations on creating customer value. One of the good points of this
chapter is the presentation of the results based on empirical studies on motivations
behind the implementation of eco-innovations and perception of eco-products by
customers both abroad and in Poland. As the authors outline that eco-innovations
create value for the customer (both for consumers and institutional purchasers), provided that it is subjectively perceived by a customer as a source of existential, social,
psychological or emotional benefits and allows for reducing costs (both financial
and non-financial). Hence, the authors indicate that growing ecological awareness
of contemporary societies in the developed countries exerts increasing impact on
the value expected by customers, taking into consideration environmental benefits
and costs. What is more, the key challenge of the development of a market for proecological goods and services is still the building up of consumer awareness about
eco-values.
Michał Banajski, the author of the ninth chapter entitled Customer value
in a leasing company, focuses on the Polish Car Fleet Management segment. The
author pointed out that thanks to introducing innovations in product offer, leasing
companies gain an edge in its competitive environment and create a new value for
the customer. The author quoted the results of surveys carried out in Poland since
2008, and compared them with the EU survey. The author states that in a more
distant perspective the changing Polish car leasing market environment will force
the economy to switch to a more customer-oriented direction.
The last chapter, entitled Changes in trust during crisis vs. loss of customer
equity in enterprises and banks, was prepared by Piotr Masiukiewicz. The author
shows the changes in customer trust towards enterprises and banks in the period of
international, subprime financial crisis and attitudes of the customer with respect
to enterprises, shaped under the shadow of crisis. The author’s aim was to answer
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the question how trust in enterprises has been shaping in European Union countries
after the crisis, how customers assessed their trust in banks, how the media commented the crises and trust in banks and what the costs of loss of trust and loss of
customer equity are. The valuable merit of this chapter are the author’s deliberations
on the trust erosion accelerators related to the ballistic trust theory in the banking
crisis. Very interesting survey results carried out by the author proved that subprime
financial crises led to a clearence of trust in providers, both on product markets and
on financial markets. The final conclusion of this chapter stated that the subprime
financial crisis was the crisis of universal erosion of trust.
Having all above in mind, I highly recommend this book not only to undergraduate, graduate and post graduate students but also to people studying in the
fields of management and marketing. Bearing in mind surveys made in 150 Polish
enterprises on customer value management this book should also be commended
to managements and executive personnel of companies interested in building up
customer value. On the one hand it is a useful practical handbook, on the other hand
it is a valuable theoretical publication containing the number of interesting survey
results related to the customer value creation. This methodologically diverse publication encourages the reader to further research in this area. A thorough familiarity
with the subject of this book will help to understand contemporary changes in the
XXI century’s marketing and enterprises behaviours.
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Horizontal Inequity in the Healthcare Service in Poland – based on
Social Diagnosis 2009 and 2011
In policy and research the horizontal equity principle has received a lot of attention
on the international arena. Even if the concept of “equal treatment for equal medical
need, irrespective of other characteristics such as income, race, place of residence” is
present in the Polish legal framework, its implementation into the healthcare system
has not been researched so far. The objective of this study was to estimate whether
there is a variation in the health care utilization patterns by income after standardizing
for differences in the need for health care. The analysis was performed on available
data collected from the frame of the Social Diagnosis 2009 and 2011. The inequity
of access was measured by the horizontal inequity (HI) index. The decomposition
method was applied to identify key drivers of inequity in healthcare services utilization. The results indicate inequity favouring the poor for free of charge contacts and
pro rich distribution for both out-of-pocket and private healthcare insurance visits.
Income was revealed to be a key driver of healthcare services utilization financed
by private resources.

Katarzyna Kreczmańska-Gigol, Marta Mikłosz

A Comparative Analysis of Factoring in Poland and Great Britain
Europe is the world factoring leader. It deals with 60% of the world factoring services.
Factoring develops unevenly in different European countries. The factoring market
in Great Britain has been developing for over 50 years, while the Polish factoring
market has a 20‑year-long history. Great Britain claims about 34% of the European
factoring turnover, which means that it belongs to the group of the world factoring
leaders. The factoring market in Poland is not well developed in comparison with the
British market, but factoring in Poland is developing more quickly than in Great Britain.
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Both markets differ with regard to the turnover volume, the kind of factoring services
offered, the structure of factoring clients and the structure of factoring institutions.

Pawel Wyrozębski, Karolina Łysik

Time and Cost Controlling with Earned Value Technique – Yellow
Pages Directory Case Study
The goal of this paper is to present one of the best project management control practice – earned value technique (EV, also known as earned value management system,
EVMS). EV will be presented not only from a theoretical point of view, but also
with regard to its practical utilization in the website development project case study
undertaken by a small software development company. Since its beginning Earned
Value has proven to be a very useful project control method which allows project
managers to track project progress, identify its deviations from the baseline as well as
to provide precise forecasts of the future course of the project. Widely recognized as
a valuable tool EV is used by project managers across all industries: manufacturing,
pharmaceutical, high-tech and IT alike.

Anna Skowronek-Mielczarek

The Regional Environment and its influence on the development
of Small and Medium Enterprises
The article is concentrated on the issue of chosen regional factors’ influence on the
development of small and medium enterprises (SME). The right combination of
utilized regional factors can be a vital contributor to positive changes in the functioning of these entities. This especially holds true for resources obtained from regional
environment, such as human and financial resources, knowledge and information.
Significant regional factors, which can stimulate the growth of SME, can include those
that result from the local self-government’s actions which enhance the region’s investment attractiveness and improve the quality of life of local communities. Actions of
business environment institutions are also of importance for SME. They can include
providing informational, consultative, legal and financial services. Small and medium
enterprises can develop quicker and more effectively by utilizing opportunities that
exist in their regional environment. However, the requirement of effective use of
these regional opportunities is above all the interest and knowledge of entrepreneurs,
which in many cases is still inadequate.
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Talent Management as an innovative approach to Human
Resource Management
The increasing interest of companies in effective human resource management and
treating employees as the most precious corporate asset contribute to the development
of talent management concept. The innovative character of this approach to management is reflected in the focus on the acquisition, development and retention of talents
in the company, on employing those who will be able and willing to cooperate and
share experience and knowledge. Every company should create its own matrix of
talents, i.e. exceptional skills and specific gifts which may determine the corporate
growth and development of its staff.

